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WORLDs COLLIding: COMPetITION POLICy AND BANKRUPTCy ASSET SALES
M AXY HuFFMaNN*

I. INTRODUCTION

W ORK on the effects of mergers and acquisitions conducted in bankruptcy on bankruptcy law and policy limits its ambition to the bankruptcy goals of maximizing estate value and protecting the rights of stakeholders, remaining naive as to the larger question of the role of bankruptcy in the broader economic regulatory framework for depressed industries.1 Existing scholarship reflects a debate pitting theoretical arguments2 against empirical studies3 on the question of whether bankruptcy mergers and acquisitions, in particular those conducted as fire sales outside of the plan-confirmation process, adequately protect the rights of all the bankruptcy estate’s constituents.4
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This Article is the first to fully examine the procedural and substantive conflicts between bankruptcy and antitrust in the context of bankruptcy fire sales. Those conflicts arise because bankruptcy and antitrust have opposing goals.5 Neither scholars nor courts have resolved the conflict between bankruptcy and antitrust despite the increasing frequency of potentially anticompetitive mergers and acquisitions6 in bankruptcy. The rule from Butner v. United States—the Butner principle7—speaks to uniformity of results in and out of bankruptcy for constituents of the bankruptcy estate, but no analogous doctrine addresses the need for uniform treatment of non-bankruptcy policies that arise in the context of a business bankruptcy proceeding.  I address that gap for non-constituents with antitrust concerns flowing from a reorganization.

Antitrust merger review and bankruptcy represent two different approaches to the same goal of optimizing the structure of an industry. Antitrust allows business combinations in which efficiencies from scale or synergy outweigh losses due to concentration, including through more complex remedies than the merely binary stop (injunction) or go (no injunction). Bankruptcy reorganization prevents losses in an industry by avoiding the idling of assets that have a going-concern premium. Antitrust law’s “failing-firm” defense, allowing mergers that might otherwise be blocked in order to prevent the wasting of assets, is “bankruptcy-lite.” The Bankruptcy Code excepts from the automatic stay actions “to enforce such governmental unit’s . . . police and regulatory power . . . .”8 Bankruptcy


6. Bankruptcy and antitrust employ different terms as a matter of both tradition and statute: “asset sales,” “mergers,” “acquisitions,” “sales of property of the estate,” “combinations,” and others. I combine all such terms under the phrases “mergers and acquisitions” and—as a subset of that concept, “bankruptcy fire sales”—throughout this Article.


courts are constrained by laws and regulations that apply outside of bankruptcy, including anti-merger laws, and are charged with interpreting and applying those laws.

Three core distinctions divide bankruptcy and antitrust in the context of mergers and acquisitions. First, bankruptcy is backward-looking and deals with upstream investor constituents who may be owners or creditors of the firm. Antitrust is forward-looking. It deals with downstream consumer constituents who are not present at the time challenged conduct occurs and lack a voice in that conduct. When a merger or acquisition takes place in bankruptcy, those constituencies conflict. Bankruptcy protects investors by maximizing the payout from the assets while antitrust, if applied, protects consumers by preserving marketplace competition.

Second, bankruptcy goals are served by a merger or acquisition that benefits the investors in the bankrupt firm by maximizing the estate value. Maximal value is likely to occur where the merger or acquisition creates market power for the acquiring firm that can be leveraged to the detriment of consumers. Antitrust law disfavors mergers or acquisitions producing market power unless there are countervailing efficiencies that outweigh the harms. The benefits bankruptcy seeks, in terms of maximum value to the investors in the firm, are likely to be realized in the circumstances in which antitrust harms from increased market power are greatest.

Third, as the term fire sales suggests, mergers and acquisitions in bankruptcy proceed at a much accelerated pace. Observers frequently speak of the “need for speed” or of concerns for a “melting ice cube.” Where antitrust review is protected in bankruptcy, the enforcement agencies are given a shorter period to analyze the transaction and to take steps to oppose it before the parties close. That same speed is anathema to meaningful antitrust review. Antitrust review of mergers and acquisitions is a fact- and economic-analysis-intensive process, frequently requiring review of millions of documents, retention of expert economic and industry consultants, and preparation of lengthy expert reports. Parties seeking to accomplish complex mergers and acquisitions grant the enforcement agencies extensions of time beyond the statutory review periods as a matter

---

9. Most modern understandings of antitrust treat consumer welfare as the law’s overarching goal. See Robert H. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox: A Policy at War with Itself (rev. ed. 1993). Because consumer transactions are in relevant regard instantaneous, a consumer’s relationship with a firm either precedes or postdates conduct. It does not span the conduct.


Meaningful antitrust review is not possible on the shorter calendar available in bankruptcy. These three effects combine to produce a likelihood of under-enforcement of antitrust laws relative to the optimum, with the danger that economic decline in an industry will produce an inefficient industry structure leading to broader economic harms.

The conflict I identify here is serious and enduring. It raises questions of the relative competencies of (1) the bankruptcy courts applying the Bankruptcy Code and (2) the federal antitrust enforcement agencies enforcing the anti-merger laws to produce an efficient allocation of a failing business’s assets. In this Article, I propose approaches to reconcile this conflict that are workable within the parameters of the existing bankruptcy scheme. Because bankruptcy proceedings undermine full antitrust review of business combinations, the approach recommended here will correct the imbalance. The freedom to conduct bankruptcy asset sales will be somewhat lessened while the countervailing opportunity to ensure the maintenance of competitive markets will be enhanced.

Part II gives the background of the existing substantive law and procedural mechanisms for analyzing business combinations under the antitrust and bankruptcy laws and procedures. Part II analyzes antitrust merger control under Clayton Act Section 7, the leading anti-merger provision in the federal antitrust laws, including premerger notification and the failing-firm defense to a merger challenge. This Part also describes the parallel world of business combinations under the Bankruptcy Code. Finally, Part II discusses Bankruptcy Code Section 363(b), which provides for the sale of assets “other than in the ordinary course of business,” as well as mergers conducted as part of the plan of reorganization under Code Section 1123.

Part III identifies the fundamental conflict between the goals of bankruptcy law and procedure on one hand and those of antitrust merger review on the other. That conflict’s existence suggests business combinations under Section 363(b) should produce greater value for the bankruptcy estate than do those conducted as plan sales. This Part continues to discuss empirical work that demonstrates the contrary reality that values realized in 363(b) sales lag those realized in plan sales. I offer a theoretical explanation for this surprising result and show that the harm from systemic over-reliance on 363(b) sales is greater than either a pure bankruptcy analysis or a pure antitrust analysis might suggest.

In Parts IV and V, I discuss the optimal reconciliation of this conflict and offer solutions. Part IV shows that where a conflict arises between diffuse constituents of the bankruptcy estate and diffuse consumer inter-

ests, consumers—who lack the ability to bargain ex ante—should prevail. From that demonstration, I conclude that ties should break in favor of merger enforcement policy rather than the policies of bankruptcy reorganization. Part V discusses several practical possibilities to bring about this result, relying primarily on hypothetical amendments to the Bankruptcy Code, but also suggests opportunities for change in the Code’s interpretation brought about through the common-law process.

II. ANTITRUST REVIEW OF BUSINESS COMBINATIONS AND BANKRUPTCY TREATMENT OF ANTITRUST CONCERNS

A. Antitrust Merger Control Under Clayton Act Section 7

The federal antitrust laws prohibit a business combination “the effect of such acquisition [which] may be substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly.”17 This anti-merger prohibition operates to preserve marketplace competition by blocking mergers that threaten undue concentration. Merger enforcement is placed in the hands of both federal and state government antitrust enforcers as well as private plaintiffs. For transactions above a certain size, premerger notice is required to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, which enables the FTC or the Department of Justice to investigate and sometimes to seek injunctive relief before the merger is consummated.18

Private plaintiff enforcement is less common in merger litigation than it is in other areas of antitrust enforcement, although private rights of action do exist and private plaintiffs do become involved in merger challenges.19 The purpose of private plaintiff enforcement in the scheme is a subject of some debate among commentators. The best explanation holds that private plaintiffs serve as a backstop when federal enforcement fails to sufficiently prevent or remedy anticompetitive business combinations.20

The Clayton Act condemns purchases of assets or equity shares, “the effect of [which] may . . . tend to create a monopoly.”21 The statute regulates corporate mergers as well as acquisitions. A business combina-

---

18. Id. at § 18a.
19. For one recent example, Sprint pursued litigation parallel to the Department of Justice’s successful effort to block the merger between AT&T and T-Mobile.
tion will implicate the prohibition if, by increasing concentration, it creates opportunity and incentive for the merged firm to raise prices unilaterally or in coordination with its competitors. Modern interpretations of the Clayton Act recognize that harms from concentration can be mitigated if the merger increases efficiency through scale economies or productive synergies.

B. The Failing-Firm Defense

Federal antitrust policy recognizes problems of industrial decline and poor management leading to consolidation and changes of ownership. The failing firm defense, recognized as a matter of case law, legislative history, and enforcement guidelines, operates as a sort of “bankruptcy-lite” to allow mergers to proceed where the alternative is the dissipation of productive assets. The failing-firm defense to a merger challenge has been

23. Id. at 25; FTC v. H.J. Heinz Co., 246 F.3d 708 (D.C. Cir. 2001); FTC v. Staples, Inc., 970 F. Supp. 1066 (D.D.C. 1997). Federal anti-merger regulation is mature. Since 1968, the Department of Justice and FTC have collaborated on guidelines for horizontal merger enforcement that describe the agencies’ intended exercise of their prosecutorial discretion in merger enforcement. See 2010 Guidelines, supra note 11. First promulgated in 1968 and reissued most recently in 2010, the modern Horizontal Merger Guidelines reflect many decades of refinement in economic and legal thought.

The 2010 version was drafted over two years with input by policy-makers, academics, and members of the regulated communities. The 2010 Guidelines are broadly recognized as an authoritative statement of the law governing mergers between horizontal competitors. See generally Hillary Greene, Guideline Institutionalization: The Role of Merger Guidelines in Antitrust Discourse, 48 WM. & MARY L. REV. 771, 776 (2006) (“The influence of this guideline system emerges from a process of institutionalization through which the guidelines become valued for more than the persuasive power of their ideas. This institutionalization process arguably has had an undue influence on the common law as courts have failed to fully engage the legal and economic substance of the guidelines.”).


25. Commentators disagree regarding whether the failing-firm defense is economically efficient. A critic might argue that the result of approving an otherwise illegal merger always or nearly always leads to an inefficient outcome. According to this argument, the efficient outcome is the result obtained under antitrust review in the absence of the defense, and any other result must be less efficient. A proponent of the defense might argue that its application often leads to an efficient outcome, or is at least not inefficient.

Professor Campbell makes a case for the defense’s efficiency by observing that a failing company has two choices: to exit the market or to sell out to another firm in its present market. Thomas J. Campbell, The Efficiency of the Failing Company Defense, 63 TEX. L. REV. 251, 257 (1984). Campbell notes that critics of the defense have not considered the other side of the balance—the consequences of letting a firm simply leave the industry. When a failing firm departs from the market, the resources it had employed are devoted to their next best use, which could be either scrap or the manufacture of a completely different product. This causes an economic loss because the resources have
recognized in federal case law since at least 1930.\textsuperscript{26} Congress declined to disturb it when amending the anti-merger statute, Clayton Act Section 7, in 1950. The Antitrust Division and Federal Trade Commission have memorialized it in every version of the Horizontal Merger Guidelines since their inception in 1968. And academic commentators nearly universally recognize the defense’s validity.

The failing-firm defense is the antitrust law’s scheme for corporate reorganization.\textsuperscript{27} It permits a business combination leading to otherwise less value both to consumers and to the firm in their new use than they had in their former use. \textit{Id.} (footnote omitted).

The flaw in Campbell’s argument is easily shown by recognizing that the defense operates as a one-way ratchet. The defense can permit business combinations to go forward that would otherwise be blocked, but it cannot provide a basis to block combinations that otherwise would be allowed. (In other words, the lack of a failing firm is not in itself a reason to block a business combination). The defense can only be neutral or under-enforcing on net.

\textsuperscript{26} One source dates the defense earlier than 1930. \textit{See} Richard D. Friedman, \textit{Untangling the Failing Company Doctrine}, 64 Tex. L. Rev. 1375, 1376 n.1 (1986). In \textit{International Shoe Co. v. FTC}, 280 U.S. 291 (1930), the Court stated a two-part test for a successful failing-firm defense. First, the acquired firm must be facing the grave probability of a business failure. Second, the acquired firm must have had no other prospective purchasers.

\textsuperscript{27} In \textit{Citizen Publishing Co. v. United States}, involving a merger of newspaper competitors, the Supreme Court added a third element to the defense: the firm asserting this defense must also be unable to reorganize successfully in a bankruptcy proceeding, 394 U.S. 131 (1969). \textit{Citizen Publishing} is the first explicit recognition that the failing-firm defense serves as an alternative to the bankruptcy reorganization procedure for preserving the value in a declining industry.

Campbell’s argument must therefore rest on a proposition that the optimal level of merger review necessarily is less in a business combination transaction involving a failing firm. That proposition depends on either (1) a failing firm’s unique inability to bear enforcement costs or (2) an understanding that preserving a failing firm in the market is an efficient outcome in all cases, rendering any enforcement costs (including the possibility of false-positive results) wasteful. Either argument, if true, might support a conclusion of a lesser optimal level of antitrust enforcement.

Both arguments are wrong if applied uniquely to business combinations involving firms meeting some form of a failing-firm defense rather than generally across all business combinations. The first argument—a failing firm’s unique inability to bear enforcement costs—ignores that the cost of merger review represents a tax on business combination transactions and relief from that cost represents a tax subsidy. The defense therefore provides a subsidy favoring business combinations involving weak firms. At the margins it provides an incentive to permit failure to occur that otherwise might be avoided.

The second efficiency argument holds that preserving a failing firm in the market is efficient in all cases. Under that argument, we should not tolerate antitrust enforcement costs beyond the minimum necessary to establish the application of the defense. This argument proves too much. The assumption that scrap or extra market use is less valuable than preserving the assets in the original market ignores that the firm’s failure may be because the original use was less valued than alternatives. There are few assets with such single-purpose use that their exit necessarily equates to welfare loss. The frequent example of railroad tracks as the archetype of a single purpose asset is even misguided; track beds have been repurposed as valuable public resources. \textit{See}, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Western Maryland Rail Trail}, HANCOCK
intolerable market consolidation where there is reason to believe there is no other way to preserve the assets in the marketplace. The failing-firm defense is most frequently justified by a belief that if the failing firm was exiting the market, consolidation was occurring with or without the business combination. Therefore, the business combination will not harm competition.

This syllogism supporting the defense suffers both from faulty logic and a questionable premise. A buyer who purchases assets and market share at a discount is advantaged vis-à-vis its competitors, which may lead to an anticompetitive increase in market dominance. The faulty premise becomes clear when one appreciates that whether a firm is failing, merely “flailing,” or even substantially healthy, is a question of real uncertainty. The defense is therefore narrow: according to Section 11 of the 2010 Guidelines, any offer to purchase the assets for a price above the liquidation value is a “reasonable” offer that will undermine the defense. As a former FTC official said in support of the then-existing version of the failing-firm defense: “These requirements are strict. They are rarely all satisfied, and as a result, the defense is seldom successfully invoked.”

If preserving failing firms is efficient in all cases, no industry would be permitted to collapse—even if an industry, such as the manufacture of buggy-whips, has no meaningful place in a changing economy (Professor Jackson’s example). See Jackson, supra note 10. Moreover, there is no logical inflection point at which blocking a business combination becomes inappropriate. If preserving a failing firm is per se efficient, preventing a firm from reaching the point of imminent failure can be justified and preventing a firm from even beginning its decline might also be justified. Under that logical extension of the failing-firm argument, all merger review is wasteful. Few commentators have taken such an extreme position. But see Fred S. McChesney, Defending the Failing-Firm Defense, 65 Neb. L. Rev. 1, 5–12 (1986).

28. See 2010 Guidelines, supra note 11, pt. 11, at 32 (elements of defense operate to require imminent exit).

29. Id.

30. Without the asset sale, the market share of the exiting firm would be shared among the remaining firms, presumably being absorbed by the remaining firm with the greatest amount of idle productive capacity. The 2010 Guidelines seek to control for that concern by requiring that the assets are shopped to purchasers that present less concerns for an anticompetitive business combination. Id. pt. 11, at 32 & n.16.

The original justification for the failing-firm defense does not relate to the economic efficiency of allowing the failing firm to merge despite competitive concerns.34 One year after the 1929 stock market crash, the Supreme Court took the view in *International Shoe v. FTC* that protecting the community in which a failing firm did business was a controlling rationale for a defense to a merger challenge:

In the light of the case thus disclosed of a corporation with resources so depleted and the prospect of rehabilitation so remote that it faced the grave probability of a business failure with resulting loss to its stockholders and injury to the communities where its plants were operated, we hold that the purchase of its capital stock by a competitor (there being no other prospective purchaser), not with a purpose to lessen competition, but to facilitate the accumulated business of the purchaser and with the effect of mitigating seriously injurious consequences otherwise probable, is not in contemplation of law prejudicial to the public and does not substantially lessen competition or restrain commerce within the intent of the Clayton Act.35

Decided nearly forty years later in 1969, the Court’s statement of the defense in *Citizen Publishing Co. v. United States* has become the controlling judicial formulation.36 *Citizen Publishing* involved an effort to merge the

---

34. Not all commentators agree. For contrary views, see infra notes 58–68 and accompanying text.

35. *Int’l Shoe Co. v. FTC*, 280 U.S. 291, 302–03 (1930). The result in *International Shoe* is consistent with other Depression-era antitrust precedents and legislation. For example, the Court’s decision in *Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States*, written in the same year, allowed firms to cartelize to protect employees and communities that would have suffered if the firms had been permitted to fail. 288 U.S. 344 (1933), overruled by *Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp.*, 467 U.S. 752 (1984). *International Shoe* and *Appalachian Coals* preceded the National Industrial Recovery Act, which also subordinated antitrust law to economic recovery goals. *See generally* SPENCER WEBER WALLER, THURMAN ARNOLD: A BIOGRAPHY 83–84 (2005) (describing antitrust enforcement during National Recovery Administration). Language from *International Shoe* has been misinterpreted to support an efficiency justification for the Court’s holding. *See Campbell*, supra note 25, at 4 (“to facilitate the accumulated business of the purchaser” (quoting *Int’l Shoe*, 280 U.S. at 302–03)). That interpretation is misguided as an historical matter—economic efficiency rationales as they have been understood since the 1970s were not part of Supreme Court antitrust precedents in 1930—and as an interpretive matter. The relevant passage from *International Shoe* starts with the goal of avoiding “loss to [ ] stockholders and injury to the communities” and continues to observe the salutary benefits of “mitigating seriously injurious consequences otherwise probable” (if the merger is not allowed). *See* 280 U.S. at 302–03.

36. Courts have occasionally appeared to deviate from the *Citizen Publishing* rule. Five years later the Supreme Court appeared to return to the two-element *International Shoe* framework in a merger involving coal-mining companies. The actual importance of that development in *United States v. General Dynamics, Corp.* is debatable. *See* 415 U.S. 486 (1974). The *General Dynamics* Court referenced the defense in passing, holding on other grounds that the merger did not violate the Clayton Act. Other courts that have ostensibly failed to follow the additional third
operations of competing newspapers. On appeal, the Supreme Court had no difficulty concluding the joint operation agreement violated the Clayton Act, but considered the argument that Citizen Publishing was a failing company. The district court had found as a factual matter that "Citizen Publishing was not then on the verge of going out of business, nor was there a serious probability at that time that Citizen Publishing would terminate its business and liquidate its assets unless Star Publishing and Citizen Publishing entered into the operating agreement." Recognizing the success of the bankruptcy reorganization scheme under the then-existing Bankruptcy Act, the Court added the "inability to reorganize in bankruptcy" element to the International Shoe rule:

[W]e know from the broad experience of the business community since 1930, the year when the International Shoe case was decided, that companies reorganized through receivership, or through Chapter X or Chapter XI of the Bankruptcy Act often emerged as strong competitive companies. The prospects of reorganization of the Citizen in 1940 would have had to be dim or nonexistent to make the failing company doctrine applicable to this case.

Since Citizen Publishing, courts generally have included the requirement of an inability to reorganize in bankruptcy in their statements of the defense. The Court in Citizen Publishing did not give a reason for adding this third element. The opinion is susceptible to a reading that the Court was generically hostile to the defense and sought to cabin it. Building on that understanding, the best justification for limiting the failing-firm element from Citizen Publishing appear to have concluded the element was inapplicable on the particular facts rather than relying on a holding that the element should not be applied.

38. Id. at 137 (internal quotation marks omitted). The Court affirmed that factual conclusion: "There is no indication that the owners of the Citizen were contemplating a liquidation. They never sought to sell the Citizen and there is no evidence that the joint operating agreement was the last straw at which the Citizen grasped. Indeed the Citizen continued to be a significant threat to the Star." Id.
39. Id. at 138. The Court also noted that the burden of proving the defense was on the party asserting it and that Citizen Publishing had failed to meet its burden. Id. at 138–39.
40. Judge Posner has argued that the inability to reorganize in bankruptcy element was inappropriately grafted into the defense because the purpose of the defense is to keep firms from entering bankruptcy. Richard A. Posner, Antitrust Law (2d ed. 2001). Posner’s view recognizes the alternative nature of reorganization by merger and reorganization through Chapter 11. See also, e.g., Austin, supra note 24, at 165–74. Requiring an inability to reorganize as an element of the defense might thrust firms into Chapter 11 first and allow the failing-firm defense only where that reorganization has proved unsuccessful.
41. See, e.g., Citizen Publishing, 394 U.S. at 139 ("We confine the failing company doctrine to its present narrow scope."). This read of the rationale behind Citizen Publishing is supported by the view that the Warren Court was particularly hostile to merger activity in the 1960s. See United States v. Von’s Grocery Co., 384
defense where bankruptcy reorganization is possible is that bankruptcy reorganizations are preferred to business combinations as a means to rescue a firm faced with operating challenges. The prioritizing would respect the empirical result reached by LoPucki that full reorganizations tend to produce greater long-term value than do business combinations that are not subjected to full stake-holder involvement and court review. See Lynn M. LoPucki, Courting Failure: How Competition for Big Cases Is Corrupting the Bankruptcy Courts 167–80 (2005); LoPucki & Doherty, supra note 3, at 1.


45. 426 F.2d 592 (6th Cir. 1970).

46. 217 F.3d 846 (9th Cir. 2000) (unpublished table decision).

47. See 2010 GUIDELINES, supra note 11. The first version of the Guidelines, published in 1968, provided for a failing-firm defense that was modeled on the two-element International Shoe test. Every Guidelines’ revision, including the current 2010 version, has included a version of the failing-firm defense.
11 of the Bankruptcy Code; (3) it had made unsuccessful good-faith efforts to elicit reasonable alternative offers that would keep its tangible and intangible assets in the relevant market and pose a less severe danger to competition than would the proposed merger; and (4) in the absence of the acquisition, its assets would soon exit the relevant market.48

Under the Guidelines re-written and promulgated by the Department of Justice and FTC in 2010:

[A]ll of the following circumstances [must be] met: (1) the allegedly failing firm would be unable to meet its financial obligations in the near future; (2) it would not be able to reorganize successfully under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act; and (3) it has made unsuccessful good-faith efforts to elicit reasonable alternative offers that would keep its tangible and intangible assets in the relevant market and pose a less severe danger to competition than does the proposed merger.49

The 2010 Guidelines eliminated the fourth “imminent exit” element from the statement of the defense in 1992.50 It is unlikely that in practice the elimination of the imminent-exit element in the 2010 Guidelines will have

48. The 1992 Guidelines’ version of the failing-firm defense was, on its face, less permissive than the prevailing judicial statement of the defense. The first Guidelines element alters the first element from International Shoe—“grave probability of business failure”—in two ways. It added what could best be called an imminence requirement and it split the element into two. Guidelines element one was an imminent insolvency requirement, and Guidelines element four was an imminent exiting assets requirement. Guidelines element two is borrowed directly from Citizen Publishing, demonstrating that contrary to some holdings (including Supreme Court’s General Dynamics decision) the agencies believed the inability to reorganize in bankruptcy to be a requirement distinct from imminent business failure. Guidelines element three continued to approximate the second International Shoe element, requiring the merging parties to establish a lack of reasonable offers that did not present the same competitive concerns.

49. See 2010 GUIDELINES, supra note 11, at 32.

50. The 2010 Guidelines’ elimination of the “imminent exit” element is intriguing. On one hand, that element is the very core of the defense—so much so that in 2009 Ken Heyer and Sheldon Kimmel proposed in passing that the defense might better be called the “exiting assets” defense. They argued that the defense should fail if the assets would remain in the market in the absence of the merger, whether under independent ownership or after a less anticompetitive sale to an alternative buyer. The rationale for having a failing-firm defense at all depends on the imminence of exit. In a case in which that element is not met, a basic merger efficiencies analysis will accomplish the purpose of weighing the harms from the merger against its benefits. At first blush, that change should make the failing-firm defense easier to establish than prior versions of the defense. A firm threatened with equity insolvency (defined as the inability to pay debts as they come due), is not necessarily a firm on the verge of failure and exit, which both International Shoe and the 1968 Guidelines had required in their first element, and the 1992 Guidelines had required in the now-eliminated fourth element. See 11 U.S.C. § 303(h)(1) (2012) (listing first element).
a substantial impact on the use of the failing-firm defense as applied by the enforcement agencies.\footnote{51}

The 2010 Guidelines maintain the long-standing clarification that a “reasonable alternative offer” for the assets or stock of the failing firm includes “[a]ny offer to purchase the assets of the failing firm for a price above the liquidation value of those assets . . . .”\footnote{52} This definition is a low bar. To the agencies’ views, nearly any would-be buyer willing to operate the assets in the market of concern will defeat the defense.\footnote{53} The failing-firm defense under the Guidelines thus operates only to preserve productive capacity in the market and does not contemplate benefits to constituents of the firm. The reasonable-alternative-offer rule establishes the modern antitrust-law view that consumer interests take priority over investor interests. This result contrasts with and improves on the original \textit{International Shoe} rationale for the judicially-created defense.\footnote{54}

The any-price-above-liquidation-value standard is best explained by an understanding that any increment of value above liquidation value is justified by an expectation of market power that may create opportunity and incentive for the post-combination firm to engage in non-competitive output and pricing decisions. If a claim of merger-specific efficiencies\footnote{55} overcomes that concern, the merging parties can rely on an efficiencies

\footnote{51. It is difficult to imagine a firm that is both facing equity insolvency and unlikely to be successful in Chapter 11 reorganization that is not also facing imminent exit from the market of concern in the absence of an otherwise anticompetitive merger. There is a scenario under which the elimination might ease the defense’s availability. Courts are not bound by the Guidelines, but may find them persuasive. The Horizontal Merger Guidelines do not have the force of law, but they do express the views of two expert agencies, announced after a notice-and-comment consideration process, as to the appropriate interpretation and application of the antitrust laws’ anti-merger provisions. See generally Greene, \textit{supra} note 23. Judicial reliance on the Guidelines can be expected to function as a one-way ratchet. Rules that support non-enforcement will be more persuasive (as abdications of enforcement power) than will be rules that support aggressive enforcement (which reflect the agencies’ enforcement ambitions).

This result follows from the lack of competing guidelines for merging parties that seek application of the failing-firm defense. A court might reasonably decline to apply the second element of the Guidelines’ formulation, relying instead on the original statement of the defense and the authorities that have hewed to that formulation, and not require the merging parties to demonstrate the \textit{Citizen Publishing} requirement of an inability to reorganize in Chapter 11. That same court might nonetheless be persuaded by the federal enforcement agencies’ announcement in the 2010 Guidelines that the defense could be applied without the imminent-exit element. Under such a scenario, a firm facing equity insolvency, for which Chapter 11 is a realistic option, and which might—whether through bankruptcy or otherwise—remain as a competitor in the marketplace for the foreseeable future, could nonetheless avail itself of the failing-firm defense.

\footnote{52. See 2010 \textit{GUIDELINES}, \textit{supra} note 11, at 32 n.16.}

\footnote{53. “Liquidation,” as it is used here, refers to a sale for any use other than production in the current market of concern.}

\footnote{54. See \textit{supra} note 35 and accompanying text. This conflicts with bankruptcy law preferences for investor interests. See \textit{infra} note 240.}

\footnote{55. Economic benefits that could not be achieved without the merger.}
defense. Such a business combination would not need the failing-firm defense. The efficiencies defense also would operate to permit business combinations that were valuable because of cost-reducing and output-enhancing synergies. The liquidation-value standard ensures the failing-firm defense will only apply if there is no anticompetitive effect at all from the combination or merger-specific efficiencies overcome the harms from increased concentration.

2. Rationales for the Defense

Two leading rationales support the failing-firm defense. First, the business combination involving a failing firm may have no significant adverse effect on competition or may be efficient relative to the alternative (the firm’s exit). Second, the defense can be justified on the basis of social benefits because it serves the interests of stockholders, creditors, and employees.

a. No Competitive Effect

The 2010 Guidelines provide an example of the no-competitive-effect rationale:

[A] merger is not likely to enhance market power if imminent failure . . . of one of the merging firms would cause the assets of that firm to exit the relevant market . . . . If the relevant assets would otherwise exit the market, customers are not worse off af-

56. See 2010 GUIDELINES, supra note 11, pt. 10, at 29 (“[A] primary benefit of mergers to the economy is their potential to generate significant efficiencies and thus enhance the merged firm’s ability and incentive to compete . . . .”); see also, e.g., FTC v. H.J. Heinz Co., 246 F.3d 708, 720 (D.C. Cir. 2001); FTC v. Univ. Health, Inc., 938 F.2d 1206 (11th Cir. 1991); FTC v. Staples, Inc., 970 F. Supp. 1066 (D.D.C. 1997).

57. See 2010 GUIDELINES, supra note 11, pt. 10, at 29–30 (combining complementary assets, reducing costs, creating new maverick firm).

Heyer and Kimmel argue for this rationale in their analysis published during the 2010 Guidelines’ drafting. Where the assets would otherwise exit the market, “by definition these assets would be providing no competitive constraint in the market at all.” Retaining the assets in the market preserves present capacity, which gives firms incentives to maintain output levels. In contrast, the decline in capacity that will occur if the firm is permitted to fail will decrease supply-side elasticity, making non-competitive price and output decisions profitable.

This rationale is not indubitably correct in all circumstances. It is possible to imagine a circumstance in which the assets of the failing firm are purchased by a dominant competitor. The dominant acquiring firm may face incentives (1) to idle the assets or (2) to deploy them to deter or to punish pro-competitive price reductions, output increases, or entry decisions by competitors or would-be competitors. In such a case, even while nominally maintaining industry capacity, the business combination would harm, rather than benefit, competition in the industry.

59. See 2010 GUIDELINES, supra note 11, pt. 11, at 32.
61. See id. at 6.
63. Some have read the Supreme Court’s opinion in International Shoe to represent an efficiency basis for the failing-firm defense. That Court noted that the acquiring firm had been forced to cancel orders it did not have the capacity to fill, such that “the controlling purpose of the International in [seeking to merge] was to secure additional factories, which it could not itself build with sufficient speed . . . .” Int’l Shoe Co. v. FTC, 280 U.S. 291, 301 (1930). The acquirer, International Shoe, expected to profit from the merger by increasing output in a way it could not “but for” the merger. That output increase, with its attendant decrease in prices, represents a benefit to consumers from keeping the failing firm’s assets in operation in the industry in question.
64. For a real-world example, Hercules Offshore, Inc. purchased competitor Seahawk Drilling, Inc. in 2011 in a transaction later characterized by Hercules’ counsel as presenting a “high combined market share” and likely to lead to “a second request and a protracted investigation.” Fina & Mehta, supra note 44, at 4. According to the Wall Street Journal, after a decline in drilling, Hercules returned to profitability after selling “many of its older rigs, including some for scrap,” while “[o]thers had been ‘stacked,’ or idle . . . .” Alison Sider & Ben Fox Rubin, Hercules Offshore Swings to Surprise Fourth-Quarter Profit, WALL ST. J., Feb. 12, 2013, http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB1000142412788732488050457830023453952480 [http://perma.cc/KP36-7ZNJ].
65. Another example of potential for harm in a business combination involving a failing firm involves an acquiring firm that seeks to effect a business combination in spite of a lack of merger-specific efficiencies. Heyer and Kimmel argue the
b. Non-Economic Benefits

The most natural reading of *International Shoe*, particularly if undertaken with an understanding of contemporary antitrust precedents and political realities in the years following the 1929 stock market crash, holds that the defense was created to protect a firm’s constituents other than consumers, including shareholders, employees, and communities. Richard Posner has subscribed to this interpretation. Non-economic considerations are of demonstrable interest to Congress when it acts under its legislative prerogative to evaluate proposed mergers. For example, congressional hearings held at the time of the 2001 acquisition of TransWorld Airlines (TWA) by competitor American Airlines included substantial discussion of the effect of TWA’s expected failure on employees and communities.

Political realities of executive antitrust enforcement suggest that non-economic interests enter into enforcement decisions as well. For example, the recent US Airways/American Airlines merger was subject to a strong Justice Department challenge and did not involve a viable failing-firm defense. Nonetheless, the challenge settled on what many have argued were benign terms following arguments by state government leaders and individual members of Congress that the merger was good for the companies, their employees, and affected communities.

The social benefits justification underlies other successful mergers as well. The sale of Chrysler Corporation to Fiat S.p.A. in 2009 during the course of the Chrysler bankruptcy proceeding can best be explained as an effort to preserve an economically important manufacturer during a time of national economic distress. Bank mergers were likewise permitted to proceed during the time of the financial crisis with limited antitrust review.

For example, as long-time airline industry observer Michael Levine testified to Congress in the context of the American-TWA transaction, “I do not think it is a particularly good deal for American and its shareholders . . . . American wants TWA’s assets partly because . . . network size and scope matter and American would like to grow a little bit, to move up on United.” *Effects American Airlines/TWA Transaction Hearing*, supra note 58, at 36 (statement of Michael Levine, Adjunct Professor of Law, Harvard Law School).

66. *POSNER*, supra note 40. Others disagree. The federal enforcement agencies have not favored the social benefits rationale for the defense. The argument that social costs should be taken into account was made in hearings prior to the 1997 amendments to the Guidelines, but the agencies did not elect to include such language in the Guidelines.


68. As a matter of a federal statute limited to banks, social benefits are held to outweigh efficiency considerations. The Bank Merger Act of 1966 permits federal
C. Business Combinations Under the Bankruptcy Code

In the prior two subparts, this Article explained antitrust law’s treatment of mergers and asset sales, showing that antitrust law has developed in the years since the 1930s to limit the availability of mergers and asset sales where consumers might be harmed, even if the effect was to permit a company to exit the market. This Subpart shows the bankruptcy law treatment of business combinations, both as part of the plan of reorganization and as out of the ordinary course of business asset sales that are part of the process of resuffling the estate in preparation for the reorganization plan.

The Bankruptcy Code provides two mechanisms for allowing business combinations under bankruptcy court supervision. First is an out of the ordinary course of business sale of assets authorized by Bankruptcy Code Section 363(b). Second is a plan sale under Bankruptcy Code Section 1123(a). Either might be used in any particular case; as the bankruptcy court noted in In re Gulf States Oil Corp., “[t]he Bankruptcy Code does not provide any explicit guidance to determine when [Section] 363(b) is the appropriate procedure and when [Section] 1123 is the appropriate procedure.”

First, Chapter 11 provides for bankruptcy business combinations as part of a plan of reorganization under Bankruptcy Code Section 1123. The plan “shall” provide adequate means for its implementation, with the sale of estate property being one of the listed alternatives for accomplishing this requirement; in addition, “a plan may . . . provide for the sale of all or substantially all of the property of the estate . . . .” A plan sale under Section 1123 protects diffuse stakeholders through detailed procedures and requirements that must be met for plan approval. Non-stakeholder interests are not specifically protected, but concern for the success of the plan sale ensures relevant regulatory policies become part of the bankruptcy court’s decision process on confirmation.

enforcement agencies to approve even anticompetitive transactions if the federal agencies find that the anticompetitive effects of the proposed transactions are outweighed by the probable effect of the transaction in meeting the “convenience and needs” of the community to be served. 12 U.S.C. § 1828(c)(2), (5)(A) (2012). Like the failing-firm defense, the burden of proving the social benefit defense is on the merging banks. See United States v. First City Nat’l Bank, 386 U.S. 361 (1967). See generally Terry Calvani & Cecil Saehoon Chung, Antitrust Analysis of Bank Mergers: A Survey of Recent Developments, FINDLAW.COM (Mar. 26, 2008), http://corporate.findlaw.com/finance/antitrust-analysis-of-bank-mergers-a-survey-of-recent.html [http://perma.cc/25HN-C7PT].


70. See infra note 72 and accompanying text.

71. See infra notes 72–73, 93 and accompanying text.

72. 404 B.R. at 415.

Second, although pre-Code law was mixed on the subject, modern interpretations of the Bankruptcy Code also allow business combinations under Section 363(b), which provides for sales of estate property "other than in the ordinary course of business" with court approval after notice and a hearing. Section 363(b) provides little specific guidance as to its reach and operation. Some courts have been confused as to the differences between a plan sale and a Section 363(b) sale, although the better interpretation of the statute is to consider the 363(b) sale to be available before a plan is approved and the plan sale to be available only with full plan approval.

The 363(b) sale procedure offers two substantial benefits from the perspective of the parties to a business combination transaction. First, in the normal course judicial scrutiny and stakeholder involvement is less than if the sale were conducted as part of the reorganization plan. Second, opportunities for regulatory interference, including procedures for antitrust review, are curtailed. The flip sides of both coins suggest less protection for both stakeholders and non-stakeholders, depending on reg-

74. In Fidelity Assurance Ass’n v. Sims, the Supreme Court reversed the lower courts’ decisions declining to dismiss a reorganization petition for bad faith under the then-in-force Bankruptcy Act. 318 U.S. 608, 618–19 (1943). The Court noted it was clear from the petition that reorganization could not succeed and that “Congress did not intend resort to Chapter X [the predecessor to the Bankruptcy Code’s Chapter 11] to be had for the mere purpose of liquidation.” Id. at 621. Consistent with the Court’s approach, the Third Circuit limited pre-plan asset sales to “emergencies where there is imminent danger that the assets of the ailing business will be lost if prompt action is not taken.” In re Solar Mfg. Corp., 176 F.2d 493, 494 (3d Cir. 1949) (providing examples of sufficient emergency such as “a warehouse full of meat in storage” and lack of “money to buy ice”). Other circuits interpreted Sims narrowly, permitting pre-plan business combinations to take place in bankruptcy. See, e.g., Int’l Bank of Miami v. Brock (In re Dania Corp.), 400 F.2d 833, 836 (4th Cir. 1968); Patent Cereals v. Flynn, 149 F.2d 711, 712 (2d Cir. 1945) (“[W]e think that it can make no difference whether a sale of the debtor’s property has preceded or is made a part of the plan of reorganization.”).

75. 11 U.S.C. § 363(b) (2012). The section literally provides for sale by the bankruptcy trustee. See id. § 1107(a).

76. See Jacoby & Janger, supra note 4.


79. Since 1994, Section 363(b) has included a provision for notification to the antitrust authorities of a business combination implicating the Hart-Scott-Rodino
ulatory oversight, which is less in the case of a 363(b) sale than in the case of a plan sale.

1. **Asset Sales as Part of the Plan of Reorganization**

Business combinations may be included in reorganization plans under Bankruptcy Code Sections 1123 and 1129. A reorganization plan, including any business combination provided for, requires court approval through the process of “confirmation.” The process for achieving that approval is detailed and involved. It requires notice and a hearing, at which “any party in interest” may object to confirmation. The plan confirmation process provides for the participation of all stakeholders and imposes requirements that cabin the bankruptcy court’s discretion. That participation is provided for by a detailed scheme of rival reorganization plans, disclosure, and voting. Further protection is provided by the “feasibility” requirement: Section 1129 permits plan confirmation only if “[c]onfirmation of the plan is not likely to be followed by the liquidation, or the need for further financial reorganization, of the debtor . . . .”

A successful vote by classes of stakeholders is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to plan approval. A debtor seeking court approval of a plan that includes a merger also bears the burden to establish, among other requirements, that the plan is not likely to be followed by a future liquidation or reorganization—that is, that the plan is “feasible.” The feasibility requirement is invoked when courts consider whether to confirm plans proposed to be effected by a business combination.

Feasibility is undermined in the presence of regulatory limitations that increase the difficulty of a particular constituent element of the plan. Bankruptcy courts treat the possibility of an antitrust challenge to


Section 1123 dictates the required and permissible contents of a plan and Section 1129 establishes requirements for its approval. See 11 U.S.C. § 1123; id. § 1129.

80. See id. § 1129.
81. See id. § 1128(a), (b).
82. See id. § 1125 (disclosure requirements); id. § 1126 (providing supermajority voting); id. § 1129 (providing requirements for plan confirmation); see also In re Smurfit-Stone Container Corp., No. 09–10235(BLS), 2010 WL 2403793, at *10 (Bankr. D. Del. June 11, 2010) (“An asset sale pursuant to a plan of reorganization provides for a heightened degree of notice and disclosure surrounding all aspects of the sale, and allows the affected creditors to vote to accept or reject the plan, including the asset sale.”).
85. See id.
86. See, e.g., In re River Capital Corp., 155 B.R. 382, 387 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 1991) (overruling objections to confirmation and stating “the court determines that the inclusion of a merger or acquisition option does not render the plan infeasible”).
87. See In re TCI 2 Holdings, LLC, 428 B.R. 117, 154, 155 (Bankr. D.N.J. 2010) (explaining “proponents of [ ] Plan must also show that the new owners of the Reorganized Debtors will not face material hurdles to achieve the necessary regula-
a proposed business combination as a regulatory impediment that speaks to the question of a plan’s likely successful implementation. For example, In re TCI 2 Holdings, LLC involved a casino bankruptcy proposed to be resolved through a business combination. The combination faced a feasibility attack based on the prospect of antitrust challenge and a similar state-law licensure-related proceeding testing “undue economic concentration.” The Bankruptcy Court for the District of New Jersey engaged in a detailed analysis of both the substance and the procedure of the likely challenges before concluding that their prospects did not undermine feasibility.

2. Asset Sales Under 11 U.S.C. 363(b) and “Sub-Rosa” Plans

Bankruptcy Code Section 363(b) allows business combinations out of the ordinary course of business with court approval as part of the reorganization process. Although “[t]he drafters of [S]ection 363 probably thought in terms of sales of particular assets, not entire businesses,” courts regularly approve business combinations under the section, even in cases as large as the Lehman Brothers and Chrysler Motors bankruptcies. Section 363(b) asset sales frequently are preferred by debtors and potential purchasers because they are subject to lesser interference by stakeholders in the bankruptcy estate. Like plan sales, Section 363(b) sales can serve as “means for the plan’s implementation” under Section 1123(a)(5).
Business combinations under Section 363(b) offer less process for challenge by stakeholders or review by regulators or other interested parties. In contrast with the detailed disclosure, voting, and confirmation requirements for business combinations effected as part of a reorganization plan, business combinations under 363(b) require “notice and a hearing.” In contrast with the possibility of full antitrust review requiring “at least 30 days” that the court entertained in *TCI 2 Holdings*, the procedures for antitrust review of a 363(b) business combination are cut approximately in half.

Studies of 363(b) business combinations have observed their impact on asset prices and potential disenfranchisement of stakeholders. These sales are sometimes called “sub rosa” plans, because they have the effect of wrapping up many of the issues presented by the bankruptcy proceeding without providing the due process required for plan confirmation. For this reason, courts historically were suspicious of non-plan business combinations. In an early treatment interpreting the 1938 Bankruptcy Act, the Supreme Court held a reorganization petition filed “for the mere purpose of liquidation” was in bad faith. Later courts allowed pre-plan sales when the plans were found to be “fair and equitable” with reference to the pre-plan sale, where “justifiable cause” was present, or when the sale was justified by an emergency.

Modern courts and commenters also have recognized the danger that 363(b) sales benefit a favored bidder and management of the debtor at the expense of other bidders and stakeholders. A 2007 empirical study of the effect of 363(b) asset sales concluded that fire sales produce less value for stakeholders than do successful reorganizations. A recent 2014 study compared 363(b) sales to “plan sales”—those conducted as

---


97. See, e.g., Bodoh et al., *supra* note 78, at 3–4, 8–14.


100. Int’l Bank of Miami v. Brock (*In re Dania Corp.*), 400 F.2d 833, 836–37 (5th Cir. 1968) (referencing 6 COLLIERS ON BANKRUPTCY 625 (14th ed. 1965)).


part of the reorganization plan, concluding that, after controlling for other variables, 363(b) sales are associated with lower sale prices than plan sales. The more recent conclusion is intuitively complementary to that from the 2007 study: both chronologically and characteristically, a plan sale is more proximate to a full reorganization than is a 363(b) sale.

The empirical evidence supports the approach taken in the courts and recommended by a large number of commenters of restricting access to 363(b) sales in the absence of a “business justification.” In Lionel Corp., the Second Circuit listed several factors relevant to finding business justification, which centered on questions of the declining asset value, fair valuation for the asset, and prejudice to remaining issues in the bankruptcy.

One group of authors point out that the Lionel factors will be satisfied in a large percentage of cases. Consistent with that argument, a 2014 paper identifies a trend toward nearly 100% of bankruptcy business combinations’ taking place under 363(b) rather than under a plan. Some version of the Lionel factors has been adopted in all the circuits that have reviewed Section 363(b) business combinations.

3. Regulatory Involvement in Plan Sales

Bankruptcy business combinations conducted as part of the plan approval process are subject to more thorough regulatory review as well. Despite the automatic stay in bankruptcy, regulatory review of conduct by a bankrupt firm is permitted to “enforce . . . police and regulatory power . . . .” As the Bankruptcy Court for the District of New Jersey in TCI 2 Holdings recognized, both state and federal regulatory issues, including antitrust considerations, were relevant to the feasibility requirement for plan confirmation. The burden of proving feasibility is on the plan

104. See infra notes 111–14 and accompanying text.
105. Anderson & Ma, supra note 4, at 1, 12, 17, 24–25 tbl.5.
106. See Lionel Corp. v. Lionel Corp. (In re Lionel Corp.), 722 F.2d 1063, 1066 (2d Cir. 1983).
107. See id. at 1071; see also infra notes 122–26 and accompanying text.
108. Bodoh et al., supra note 78, at 8–14.
109. Anderson & Ma, supra note 4, at 8, 18 tbl.1.
proponent, who must ‘demonstrate that achieving the necessary regulatory approvals is not subject to ‘material hurdles’ or readily anticipated, significant obstacles.” Courts eschew the alternative approach that requires the relevant regulatory hurdles be surmounted before plan confirmation.

The detailed solicitation and voting process and the feasibility requirement for confirmation work together to ensure that plan sales serve both stakeholder and non-stakeholder interests. Stakeholders have a voice in the process and an incentive to protect their interests. Non-stakeholders are protected by regulatory policy external to bankruptcy law, including antitrust, which bankruptcy courts must consult when deciding whether to confirm the plan. Finally, the frequent reality of dissenting stakeholders with incentives to prevent confirmation ensures regulators will be made aware of any potential for challenging its terms.

a. Antitrust Premerger Review

One such regulatory consideration is antitrust review of the business combination by the FTC or Department of Justice Antitrust Division. Under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, business combinations meeting certain dollar thresholds must be disclosed to the FTC and Antitrust Division before a transaction is consummated. Outside of bankruptcy, a reportable business combination may not be consummated until at least thirty days after reporting, permitting the FTC or Antitrust Division to investigate the transaction and the market to determine whether to bring a challenge. The statute also gives the investigating agency discretion to seek an additional thirty days for review of submissions made in response to a


113. See Indianapolis Downs, 486 B.R. at 298 (“[C]ourts have not typically held up confirmation of a plan to wait for issuance of [regulatory] approvals.”).

114. Creditors frequently use challenges for feasibility in efforts to prevent plan confirmations, including where plans involve sales or mergers of the debtor’s business. See, e.g., In re River Capital Corp., 155 B.R. 382, 387 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 1991) (holding feasibility challenge unsuccessful).


116. 15 U.S.C. § 18a(b) (listing thirty-day waiting period). Challenges, when they occur, take the form of applications for temporary restraining orders followed by injunction proceedings. See, e.g., id. § 53(b).
“second request” for documents or testimony. The Hart-Scott-Rodino Act is thus said to provide a “30+30-day” waiting period prior to consummation. In practice, because the parties to the combination must comply with the request for documents and testimony before the additional waiting period begins, the investigating agency frequently enjoys ninety days or longer to investigate and to prepare a challenge to the combination.

Plan sales do not alter the requirements of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act. Compliance with regulatory requirements is essential to establishing that the plan is “feasible,” or “not likely to be followed by the liquidation or the need for further financial reorganization of the debtor or any successor to the debtor under the plan.” In practice, when a plan is confirmed that contains a business combination that exceeds the filing threshold, the parties to the combination must make a filing with the FTC and permit the waiting period to expire before consummating the transaction. This practical reality suggests that when a business combination presents antitrust concerns, it will be unlikely to succeed under a reorganization plan. The bankruptcy court will be concerned at the confirmation stage with both the certainty of at least sixty days’ delay and the uncertainty regarding the outcome of the expected antitrust challenge.

b. Failing-Firm Defense

A challenge to a plan sale is, like any full antitrust review of a business combination, subject to the failing-firm defense. Where the merging firms can demonstrate (1) imminent equity insolvency, (2) inability successfully to reorganize in Chapter 11, and (3) unsuccessful good-faith efforts to elicit reasonable alternative offers, that showing will favor the plan sale’s being permitted to proceed. The fact of an extant Chapter 11 proceeding will facilitate, rather than undermine, the application of the failing-firm defense, because relevant evidence should exist with regard to the second element.

Likewise, under the feasibility standard for plan confirmation, the likely success of a proposed plan sale will require the bankruptcy court to evaluate the likely success of the failing-firm defense as part of its determination of the likely outcome of merger review. A bankruptcy court should be uniquely well-equipped to address the three elements of the defense. The financial affairs of the debtor, the likely success of reorganization in

119. Professor LoPucki suggests that feasibility concerns have taken a back seat to other considerations as part of bankruptcy courts’ competition for large cases. Lopucki, supra note 42. Because Section 363(b) asset sales offer an alternative approach to business combinations that is more likely to evade regulatory review, courts need not risk plans’ failure in order to accomplish debtors’ desired business combinations. See infra notes 128–40 and accompanying text.
120. See supra notes 24–57 and accompanying text.
the absence of the plan sale, and alternative purchasers for the debtor company are factual questions core to both the bankruptcy court’s charge in a particular case and its general expertise.\textsuperscript{121}

2. Regulatory Involvement in “Other Than in the Ordinary Course of Business” Sales

In contrast with plan sales, the speed, limited notice, and presumed emergency nature of a Section 363(b) sale undermine regulatory review of a business combination effected under that section.\textsuperscript{122} Notice to stakeholders of Section 363(b) sales is limited to twenty-one days "unless the court for cause shown shortens the time . . . ."\textsuperscript{123} Because of Lionel—or comparable authority in a particular jurisdiction—the fact that a business combination is approved under 363(b) almost by definition suggests the court’s determination that hasty resolution of the transaction is needed.\textsuperscript{124} Scholarship supports the proposition that courts regularly accept arguments that debtors in Chapter 11 may “melt like ice cubes.”\textsuperscript{125} According to the leading empirical study of Section 363(b) sales conducted as part of a Chapter 11 proceeding, more than half of such business combinations that take place in large, public company bankruptcies are supported by an argument that the debtor’s assets were wasting.\textsuperscript{126}

I show below that opportunities for regulatory review of a 363(b) sale are also limited.\textsuperscript{127} Limited notice and opportunity for stakeholder involvement and limited opportunity for regulatory intervention, taken together, undermine the interests of both stakeholders and non-stakeholders.

\textsuperscript{121} Questions remain whether a bankruptcy court is appropriately incentivized to make these findings in the light of the policy underlying antitrust review of business combinations. For a discussion on those questions, see infra note 232 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{122} Some indication exists that experienced antitrust attorneys appreciate, and may take advantage of, this reality. See infra notes 135–40 and accompanying text (discussing SunGard/Comdisco merger and Comdisco Inc. bankruptcy). If that is so, the value of the Section 363 sale should increase as the regulatory risk from active merger enforcement increases. It would be an interesting exercise to study reliance on Section 363 to facilitate mergers during periods of active versus less-active federal merger enforcement—for example, the Bush Administration compared to the Obama Administration.

\textsuperscript{123} FED. R. BANKR. P. 2002(a)(2). By default, objections must be made “not less than seven days before the date set for the proposed action,” creating a fourteen-day or shorter period after receiving notice to make objection. Id. 6004(b).

\textsuperscript{124} Jacoby & Janger, supra note 4, at 868 (“[T]he Lionel standard has evolved to provide a blueprint for hurry-up sale motions.”).

\textsuperscript{125} See id. at 865.

\textsuperscript{126} LoPucki & Doherty, supra note 3, at 30–31.

Antitrust Review

Section 363(b)’s text and amendment history provide evidence that Congress contemplated a need for speedy resolution to these “other than in the ordinary course of business” business combinations. Recognizing the possibility that premerger notification may be required under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, Congress amended Section 363(b) in 1984 and 1994, adding waiting periods for antitrust review by the FTC or Antitrust Division. The amendments provided for half of the usual waiting period before a transaction may be consummated—fifteen instead of thirty days—and allowed an extension up to ten days for further investigation, compared with the usual extension of thirty days. The foreshortened waiting period for antitrust review applicable to Section 363(b) business combinations mirrors the shorter waiting period for transactions in the nature of cash tender offers governed by the Williams Act. Shorter waiting periods for antitrust review of transactions governed by the Williams Act are explained by that statute’s sixty-day limit on firm offers.

Antitrust concerns are most likely to arise where the purchaser in a business combination conducted under Section 363(b) is from within the debtor company’s industry rather than financial firms or other non-industry speculators. Such an intra-industry business combination presents the

129. Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-394, § 109, 108 Stat. 4106 (1994); Bankruptcy Amendments and Federal Judgeship Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-353, 98 Stat. 333, at § 442(b) (1984). Prior to the 1994 amendments, the only waiting period recognized by the Bankruptcy Code was a ten-day period after notification. Dispute arose as to whether that ten-day period was extendible by thirty days on the issuance of a second request. See generally Robert B. Greenbaum & Alan J. Meese, Premerger Review and Bankruptcy: The Meaning of Section 363(b)(2), 8 Antitrust Mag., Fall 1993, at 35, 35–36 (describing dispute and favoring no-extendability position); Spears, supra note 5, at 20–21 (arguing extendability position). In the 1994 amendments, Congress split the difference, moving to an automatic fifteen-day waiting period that was extendable by an additional ten days on the issuance of a second request.
kind of competitive “overlap” that implicates the federal anti-merger laws. A substantial percentage of 363(b) sales meet that characteristic. According to two authors writing in 2007:

Our data confirm the[ ] intuition that companies from within the debtor’s industry would be the most likely purchasers at bankruptcy sales. We found that two-thirds of buyers were “strategic” in that they planned to use the assets in conjunction with their own businesses; only one-third were “financial” investors seeking a profit on the purchase.

In cases in which antitrust concerns do arise, intuition and anecdotal evidence suggest the shorter periods for antitrust review undermine agency challenge to the business combination. On the basis of antitrust concerns, the Department of Justice opposed SunGard’s purchase of the assets of its competitor Comdisco Inc. through a Section 363(b) sale conducted under the control of the bankruptcy court in Chicago.

In an article published shortly after the SunGard/Comdisco transaction closed, counsel to SunGard recognized the value to the federal antitrust authorities of “sufficient time to conduct the review and evidence-gathering that the staff feels is necessary to convince the decision-makers in the Agencies (and ultimately a court) that the merger should be enjoined.” Counsel described a strategy of a “time squeeze,” “forc[ing] the agency to choose between having to file suit before it is ready and allowing the transaction to be consummated.” And noting the truncated waiting periods applicable to the 363(b) sale procedure, counsel continued: “the speed with which SunGard was able to complete its submission left the DOJ with less time to prepare for litigation.” Statements by the Antitrust Division support counsel’s view as to the success of the time squeeze strategy:

The United States has conducted an accelerated review of this matter. An investigation was opened on August 18, 2001 and the parties submitted their Hart-Scott-Rodino filings three days later. The United States rapidly served subpoenas on the parties, conducted numerous interviews and reviewed hundreds of boxes of

134. LoPucki & Doherty, supra note 3, at 29.
135. Conversations with experienced practitioners support the intuition that reduced preparation time will lead to reduced success in antitrust challenges.
137. Id.
138. Id. at 75.
documents. By way of comparison, a typical investigation of this complexity takes four to five months.  

The result in the SunGard/Comdisco business combination was an unsuccessful merger challenge that allowed the 363(b) sale to proceed.  

b. Failing-Firm Defense

Antitrust review of a business combination effected under Section 363(b) is subject to the failing-firm defense to the same extent as any other merger transaction. For one example, when Hercules Offshore, Inc. purchased Seahawk Drilling, Inc. in a Section 363(b) business combination, the parties asserted a failing-firm defense on the basis of Seahawk’s financial distress. According to an article written by counsel representing the acquiring company, the failing-firm defense was the basis for the Department of Justice’s decision to close the investigation without a challenge.  

In the 2011 Seahawk 363(b) sale, the Justice Department closed its investigation and “early termination” was granted on March 30th, permitting the parties to consummate the transaction. The bankruptcy court approved the 363(b) sale on April 5th. The bankruptcy court was re-

143. See Notice of Early Termination, supra note 142; see also Hercules Offshore, Inc., Current Report (Form 8-K), at 2 (Mar. 31, 2011) (describing the early termination and the legal basis for the business combination).
lieved of any need to investigate the likely success of the defense by the early termination of the antitrust investigation.

The timeline of the Hercules/Seahawk transaction demonstrates a practical distinction between a business combination effected by a plan sale versus a 363(b) sale. In the first instance, the bankruptcy court will confirm the plan on the basis of an evaluation of the likelihood of the success in as-yet-unfinished regulatory review. In the second instance, the bankruptcy court will await the outcome of regulatory review before approving the sale. In the example case of the Hercules/Seahawk Drilling business combination, the bankruptcy court order approving the sale motion did not address the regulatory issues except to observe the provision of notice to “the state and federal units.”

The early termination of the antitrust merger review successfully sought in the Hercules/Seahawk transaction is a common feature of 363(b) sales. Cross-referencing the FTC’s database of early termination notices with the UCLA Bankruptcy Research Database shows that in a sizable percentage of business combinations effected under 363(b), the parties achieve early termination. Those include business combinations conducted in the context of large and politically salient bankruptcies, such as Lehman Brothers, Adelphia Communications, and Enron Corp., which one might expect in the ordinary course to draw some degree of premerger investigation, if only as a matter of the optics of too-easily allowing mergers in high-profile industries. Details of those investigations, apart from the fact of early termination, are not made public, but in cases like Lehman Brothers, Enron, and Adelphia Communications, it is likely the antitrust enforcement agencies were motivated by failing-firm arguments.


146. Colloquially called “ET”s.


149. 36 FTC & U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, HART-SCOTT-RODINO Ann. Rep. (2013) [hereinafter HSR ANNUAL REPORT], available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/36th-report-fy2013/140521hsreport.pdf [https://perma.cc/4NAL-3MJ4]. The lion’s share of all merger investigations in a given year is resolved through early termination. For example, in 2013, early termination was granted in a total of 797 of 1326 business combinations for which filings were received. Id.

150. Compare Early Termination Notices, supra note 147, with COMPANY PROFILE, supra note 148.
The chronology of events for a business combination effected under Section 363(b) raises a question whether the failing-firm defense is appropriate in any instance for such a transaction. The defense requires a demonstration that the bankrupt firm "would not be able to reorganize successfully under Chapter 11 . . . ."\textsuperscript{151} The nature of a Section 363(b) sale is that the bankrupt debtor does not attempt to reorganize its business in Chapter 11. Instead, the debtor files Chapter 11 with the intention of selling the company. For one representative example, Seahawk Drilling stated to the bankruptcy court in 2011, it “filed these Chapter 11 bankruptcy cases to effectuate the terms and provisions of the [asset purchase agreement].”\textsuperscript{152}

3. Non-Reportable Transactions

Some transactions raising antitrust concerns are not subject to mandatory reporting and waiting periods for federal agency review before they are consummated.\textsuperscript{153} Several tests for reportability exist, all turning in some manner on the size (in terms of dollar values) of the parties or the size of the transaction.\textsuperscript{154} An example is the sale of Gulf States Steel assets in a 363(b) sale conducted as part of Chapter 7 liquidation proceedings.\textsuperscript{155} Although an unsuccessful bidder raised the specter of antitrust concerns based on the involvement of a dominant competitor in the winning-bidder consortium, the antitrust enforcement agencies did not review the $6.3 million transaction.\textsuperscript{156}

Whether those non-reportable business combinations occur in or out of bankruptcy, they may be concluded before agencies have the opportunity to review and if appropriate move to block them. Remedying consummated mergers presents a unique challenge referred to as “unscrambling of the eggs,”\textsuperscript{157} a colorful expression invoking the challenges of recreating competition once assets and operations have been combined and competi-

\textsuperscript{151} 2010 GUIDELINES, supra note 11, pt. 11, at 43.
\textsuperscript{152} Debtors’ Emergency Motion at 7 ¶ 12, In re Seahawk Drilling, Inc., No. 11–20089 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. Feb. 12, 2011). Evidence suggests this is more common than rare. See generally LoPucki, supra note 42, at 168–69 (acknowledging that, in many cases, 363 sales are reason for bankruptcy filing).
\textsuperscript{156} See id. at 504 n.1 (antitrust concerns raised); see also Nancy C. Dreher, Eleventh Circuit Rules That Sale Free and Clear in Bankruptcy Does Not Foreclose Later Antitrust Action by Unsuccessful Bidder, BANKR. SERV. CURRENT AWARENESS ALERT, Dec. 2006, at 1, 1 (Thomson Reuters, Westlaw Next) (“The group then contacted the Federal Trade Commission, which did nothing.”).
tively sensitive information has been exchanged. The result is that, except in rare cases, a consummated business combination cannot meaningfully be remedied.

Intuition suggests the more substantial proceedings involved in achieving bankruptcy court approval of a plan sale renders non-reportable business combinations more likely to come to the advance attention of the enforcement agencies. For example, dissenting creditors might find alerting the antitrust authorities to the proposed business combination to be a profitable strategy to undermine the plan. In contrast, rapid business combinations conducted under Section 363(b), conducted without meaningful creditor involvement, and perhaps even with a lack of meaningful court review, are more likely to escape the notice of the enforcement agencies.

III. Conflicting Schemes

Part II explained the legal and regulatory framework for the treatment of merger claims in and out of bankruptcy. In Part III, this Article demonstrates how those rules and procedures create conflicts in which antitrust goals are subordinated to bankruptcy policies favoring the constituents of the estate.

A common result of business bankruptcies is the sale of the firm in bankruptcy. Increasingly commentators observe that the sale of the


159. See Guide to the Antitrust Laws: Mergers, supra note 157 (“The premerger notification requirements of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act allow the antitrust agencies to examine the likely effects of proposed mergers before they take place. This advance notice avoids the difficult and potentially ineffective ‘unscrambling of the eggs’ once an anticompetitive merger has been completed.”). The unscrambling-of-the-eggs concern is less likely to arise in a pure acquisition as opposed to a merger context. In Gulf States, the winning consortium later sold the assets for a substantial profit. See Dreher, supra note 156, at 1. Such a remarketing demonstrates the business operations of the bankrupt debtor were never meaningfully combined with the purchaser, and an antitrust challenge could have remedied an illegal merger (had it been found to occur).

160. See supra notes 150–56 and accompanying text.

161. See supra notes 42, 92–96 and accompanying text.

162. According to the UCLA-LoPucki Bankruptcy Research Database, over the decade from 2004–2013, 17% to 42% of all large public company bankruptcies disposed of each year were concluded with a Section 363(b) sale of all or substantially all assets. See UCLA-LoPucki Bankr. Research Database, 363 Sales of All or Substantially All Assets in Large, Public Company Bankruptcies, as a Percentage of All Cases Disposed, by Year of Case Disposition, available at http://lopucki.law.ucla.edu/tables_and_graphs/363_sale_percentage.pdf [http://perma.cc/UK98-F646].
firm may be the purpose of the bankruptcy filing. Prominent defenders of that result argue that bankruptcy sales move assets to their highest value use, while leading critics argue that Section 363(b) sales of an entire firm benefit purchasers and insiders to the prejudice of diffuse stakeholders. Existing commentary ignores the question treated in this Article: the impacts of sales of firms in bankruptcy on non-stakeholders (like consumers) or on external regulatory policy (including antitrust).

A. Bankruptcy Business Combinations Are Intended to Maximize Value for Investor Interests

“The purpose of a § 363(b) sale is to maximize the benefit to the debtor’s entire estate.” Commentators agree. In spite of their conflicting arguments and conclusions, leading theorists and empirical scholars studying 363(b) sales start from the same initial premise that the bankruptcy reorganization process is intended to maximize the value of the firm’s assets. “In the same spirit,” as Ronald Coase’s baseline premise in The Nature of the Firm, two commentators writing in the law-and-economics tradition contended in 2002 that bankruptcy “reorganization law ought to begin by ascertaining the value of keeping particular assets together inside a given firm.” Their conclusion that bankruptcy asset sales are appropriate substitutes for reorganizations relies on the premise that in the modern economy, most assets are not firm specific, so value may be maximized by bankruptcy asset sales. Dissenters from that view nonetheless also see the core goal of Chapter 11 as maximizing estate value. They observe with regard to judicial supervision of bankruptcy sales, “[b]ankruptcy law charges bankruptcy judges with the responsibility to prevent inadequate-price sales.”

---

163. See LoPucki, supra note 42, at 169 (citing TWA bankruptcy as lead example); Baird & Rasmussen, supra note 2, at 751 (same).
164. Baird & Rasmussen, supra note 2, at 751, 756, 786–88; see also Jackson, supra note 10, at 219, 223.
165. See LoPucki & Doherty, supra note 3, at 10 (reporting empirical result that Section 363(b) sales produce depressed value for assets). Anderson & Ma recently showed that LoPucki and Doherty’s empirical result was limited to 363(b) sales rather than plan sales. Anderson & Ma, supra note 4, at 1.
166. Other external regulatory policies exist as well. For example, the FCC has become involved in review of bankruptcy asset sales that implicated broadcast license ownership regulations. See Ilene Knable Gotts, Nathaniel L. Askar & Jack N. Goodman, US Antitrust and FCC Treatment of Acquisitions of Distressed Communications Businesses, 6 COMPETITION L. INT’L, Apr. 2010, at 11, 14–15.
169. Baird & Rasmussen, supra note 2, at 758.
170. See id. at 786.
171. See LoPucki & Doherty, supra note 3, at 3.
172. Id. at 4.
Bankruptcy is lauded for facilitating these transactions and thereby preserving the going concern value of the enterprises. The asserted benefits are two-fold: first, by selling a bankrupt firm as a going concern, a bankruptcy court maximizes the value of the firm. As a going concern, the firm was worth the discounted value of expected future profits. In liquidation, the asset value is limited to the aggregate of tangible and semi-tangible inputs, which have limited viable alternative uses. The value-maximizing result is good for investors in the firm, a class that includes creditors, employees, equity investors, contracting partners, and the communities in which the firm’s facilities are located.

Second, by selling the firm as a going concern, the broader economy benefits through the maintenance of a productive business. In the absence of a bankruptcy sale, the firm may have ceased operations. Had that occurred, the firm would not be manufacturing widgets; people would not be employed in running the business; contracting partners and communities would be impacted; creditors would go unpaid; and the assets that went into the organization would be dissipated to the four winds, possibly redeployed to lower value uses. The same two-part justification holds for any business combination transaction in which one firm’s failure is a realistic consequence of the transaction’s failure, including some percentage of business combinations conducted under protection of the bankruptcy court.

B. Bankruptcy Business Combinations May Present Antitrust Concerns

Antitrust law’s anti-merger provision, Clayton Act Section 7, is also implicated by these business combination transactions. Before combining in 2014, US Airways and American Airlines were two of five remaining major domestic air carriers operating in an industry with oligopoly characteristics, including price leadership and demonstrated limited willingness

173. Evidence points to the contrary, which may explain why American and US Airways did not assert a failing-firm defense to the Justice Department’s complaint to block the merger. See Defendant AMR Corporation’s Answer (and Affirmative Defense) to Plaintiff’s Amended Complaint, United States v. US Airways Grp., Inc., 979 F. Supp. 2d 33 (D.D.C. 2013) (No. 1:13–cv–1236 (CKK)), 2013 WL 5376689.


[T]here is a substantial public interest in preserving the value of TWA as a going concern and facilitating a smooth sale of substantially all of TWA’s assets to American. This includes the preservation of jobs for TWA’s 20,000 employees, the economic benefits the continued presence of a major air carrier brings to the St. Louis region, and preserving consumer confidence in purchased TWA tickets American will assume under the sale.

Id.

to compete head-to-head in city-pair routes. The merger presented substantial competitive concerns. The level of consolidation in the airline industry in the wake of that merger is sufficiently great that it can be expected to be functionally irreversible in the absence of dramatic industry shake-up.

American Airlines’ purchase of bankrupt Trans-World Airlines in 2001 was, on its face, likewise a matter of competitive concern. Both American and TWA were nationwide legacy carriers with route systems concentrated around Midwestern US hubs (St. Louis for TWA, Chicago for American) and with significant trans-Atlantic presences. Statements entered into the record at a February 2001 Senate Hearing on airline consolidation noted substantial concerns for increasing consolidation in the airline industry. According to testimony entered into the record by the General Accounting Office, on some metrics the American-TWA business combination presented greater concerns than did proposed (non-bankruptcy) business combinations of airlines including United/US Airways and Northwest/Continental Airlines, both of which failed after Justice Department opposition. TWA entered bankruptcy specifically to facilitate a business combination that had been planned in advance of TWA’s filing.

177. See HSR ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 149, at 12 (“The complaint alleged that the transaction, as originally proposed, would substantially lessen competition for commercial air travel and result in passengers paying higher airfares and receiving reduced service. In addition, the transaction would reduce competition in the market for slots at National Airport where the merged carrier would control almost 70% of the slots.”).
178. See Danielle Kurtzleben, Regulators Sue to Stop American Airlines-US Airways Merger, but Why Now?, U.S. NEWS (Aug. 13, 2013), http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2013/08/15/regulators-sue-to-stop-american-airlines-us-airways-merger-but-why-now [http://perma.cc/34GP-KWMY] (“My instinct is we’re reaching that tipping point . . . . When you get down to four airlines that effectively own air service in the U.S., these players are too big for any new entrants to come in and be a serious competitive threat going forward.” (internal quotation marks omitted)). It is difficult to imagine what changes might suffice, but technological innovations comparable to the Internet replacing home operating systems as consumers’ primary means of electronic interface may be required.
179. See Effects of American Airlines/TWA Transaction Hearing, supra note 58.
180. See id. Most of the comments favored the merger because of concerns for lost economic value and jobs and other effects of liquidation, although a few found the concerns for consolidation to exceed the harms from liquidation.
182. See LoPucki, supra note 42, at 169.
SunGard’s purchase of Comdisco was a business combination taking a three-firm market to a duopoly in a market for “shared hotsite disaster recovery services for large scale enterprise computer processing centers,” with the combined company expected to control 71% of the market. The Justice Department further alleged that SunGard and Comdisco were “viewed as the two closest, and sometimes the only, bidders...” An already concentrated market became a duopoly over a lawsuit by the Justice Department seeking injunctive relief. The bankruptcy business combination was approved although Hewlett Packard Corp. was a competing bidder for the bankrupt Comdisco, Inc. Had Hewlett-Packard purchased the assets, the competitive concerns would largely have been obviated.

Financial News Network’s (FNN) 1992 sale to General Electric, the parent company of CNBC, was a merger bringing a two-firm market to a monopoly. At the time the two were the only 24-hour financial news broadcasters—FNN had pioneered the now-common concept of news with a stock ticker across the bottom of the screen. Such mergers to substantial concentration threaten consumer harm as the surviving firms gain the power to control prices, quality, choice, and the level of output.

Bankruptcy sales can be expected to occur most frequently where competitive overlaps exist. A sale of a company that must be conducted quickly is most likely to attract buyers with expertise in the relevant industry because of their information advantage. If an effort is made to maximize the value received at the sale, buyers that stand to gain from synergies between the business of the bankrupt debtor and their own business will place a premium on the company for that reason. Likewise, buyers who anticipate acquiring market power by combining the bankrupt debtor’s capacity and market share with their own will place a premium on the company for that reason.


185. Redacted Complaint, supra note 183, at 11–12.


188. Out-of-industry buyers will need to bear time and cost to compete in the bidding process.
The theory is supported by empirical evidence. In a 2007 study of 363(b) sales, two authors found that “data confirm their intuition that companies from within the debtor’s industry would be the most likely purchasers at bankruptcy sales. We found that two-thirds of buyers were ‘strategic’ in that they planned to use the assets in conjunction with their own businesses . . . .”

C. Categorizing Conflict Cases

In analyzing the conflict between bankruptcy law’s reorganization objectives and antitrust law’s competition concerns, it is useful to categorize business combination transactions in which both issues are present. In one category of cases, the reorganization objectives can be accomplished without prejudice to competition concerns through a business combination with a competing bidder. In a second category of cases, reorganization objectives can be accomplished without any business combination’s taking place. In a third category of cases, reorganization objectives can only be achieved through a business combination transaction. It is only in this third category that the tension between bankruptcy and antitrust may be irreconcilable. The third category also implicates the antitrust law failing-firm defense.

1. Competing Bidders

Cases exist in which the business combination that took place was unnecessary to accomplish the economic goals of the bankruptcy reorganization. A competing bid may have presented lesser competitive concerns. Hewlett Packard challenged the bankruptcy court’s approval of the Sun-Gard-Comdisco merger because it would have liked to purchase Comdisco in order to enter the market as a competitor, preserving the pre-combination level of competition while also ensuring the assets remained in the market. Dow Jones and Westinghouse fought the CNBC-FNN merger because those firms would have liked to buy the Financial News Network.

These cases demonstrate the conflict between bankruptcy and antitrust, because the bankruptcy court sought the strongest of the available bids, even where those strongest bids presented greater competitive concerns. Bankruptcy courts have limited incentive to consider the less anticompetitive alternative transaction.

189. LoPucki & Doherty, supra note 3, at 28–29. This phenomenon has been observed historically as well. See id. at 12 (noting similar conclusion from study using data from 1980s).

190. One counterintuitive result of the LoPucki/Doherty study might be that a slower sale process would serve both the interests of bankruptcy and those of antitrust better than a fire-sale approach. A longer shopping period for the bankrupt debtor might engage the antitrust enforcement agencies earlier; might enable purchasers who present lesser competitive concerns to evaluate and participate in the bidding; and might diminish management preference for 363(b) sales over plan sales, causing more business combinations to take place through the antitrust-deferential plan sale process. At the same time, LoPucki and Doherty’s work, to-
2. No Business Combination Necessary

A business combination may be unnecessary to preserve the bankrupt firm’s assets in the marketplace. American Airlines had successfully reorganized in Chapter 11, returning to profitability, before the bankruptcy court approved the US Airways business combination. This category might frequently involve a firm that reaches an agreement to enter a business combination transaction and files bankruptcy to facilitate the combination.\footnote{Filing to facilitate the business combination is not always an indication that the business combination is unnecessary to preserving value. For example, in the American Airlines/Trans-World Airlines business combination and that of Seahawk Drilling, Inc. and Hercules Offshore, Inc., both were true failing-firm stories, but both also involved a bankruptcy filing specifically intended to facilitate the business combination. See supra notes 141–82 and accompanying text; see also, e.g., Fina & Mehta, supra note 44, at 4 (describing Hercules/Seahawk business combination undertaken as asset sale under Bankruptcy Code Section 363(b) after filing bankruptcy (citing In re Seahawk Drilling, Inc., No. 11–20089 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. Feb. 12, 2011)). See generally LoPucki, supra note 42, at 167–80 (describing forum shopping to facilitate approval of business combinations under Section 363).}

According to one empirical study, this category is implicated in a fair number of 363(b) sales.\footnote{See LoPucki & Doherty, supra note 3.} These authors analyzed thirty 363(b) sale transactions and concluded that the value produced in those fire sales was substantially less than the value produced by a Chapter 11 reorganization.\footnote{See id.} A possible corollary of that conclusion is that in a fair number of 365(b) sales, the fire sale was not necessary to effectuate the value-maximizing purposes of bankruptcy; a plan sale or a full reorganization might have been a superior approach.\footnote{Anderson and Ma followed up LoPucki and Doherty’s study by comparing the results of 365(b) sales with those of plan sales, finding that plan sales return substantially more to the stakeholders than do 363(b) sales. See Anderson & Ma, supra note 4. That conclusion suggests that both a later sale and a reorganization are viable alternatives to many 365(b) sales.}

3. Irrereconcilable Conflict: Anticompetitive Combination Essential to Reorganization

In other cases, some form of asset sale or merger conducted under a bankruptcy court’s supervision may be necessary to preserve the value of the firm. It is unlikely that TWA could have emerged from its 2001 bankruptcy filing to provide air passenger service as a free-standing firm.\footnote{Effects of American Airlines/TWA Transaction Hearing, supra note 58 (testimony of Michael E. Levine, Adjunct Professor of Law, Harvard Law Sch.) (“I do not think [the American/TWA business combination] eliminates competition in a meaningful way because I think TWA is, in fact, a failing company.”).}

As the bankruptcy court found, “In TWA’s case, a sale pursuant to § 363 is the only viable alternative for preserving and capturing the enterprise together with Anderson and Ma’s recent article, suggest the goals of estate value maximization would be better accomplished under such an approach.\footnote{Anderson and Ma, supra note 4.  That conclusion suggests that both a later sale and a reorganization are viable alternatives to many 365(b) sales.}
value of TWA’s assets.” Evidence suggests no suitors were realistically available other than American. In general, transactions in this third category include those in which both (1) no other bidder is available and (2) a sale of the bankrupt firm is the only possibility for maintaining the assets operating in the market of concern.

Transactions with these characteristics satisfy both bankruptcy goals, which seek to maximize estate value, and antitrust goals, which seek to preserve assets in the market rather than to permit the value lost by out-of-market liquidation proceedings. These transactions should be permitted whether pursued during bankruptcy or outside of bankruptcy.

Cases in this third category should, in every instance, satisfy the antitrust law failing-firm defense. By definition, reorganization in Chapter 11 is not possible; alternative purchasers presenting lesser competitive concerns are not available; and the firm is facing imminent insolvency. In the case of the American Airlines/TWA merger, the Justice Department granted early termination of the merger investigation.

### D. Why Anticompetitive Business Combinations Succeed in Bankruptcy

The prior sub-part identified three categories of bankruptcy business combinations defined by the level of antitrust concern presented. Theory suggests cases in which the substantive standards of bankruptcy and antitrust conflict will not be rare but will arise in the normal course. It is precisely that which makes bankruptcy business combinations attractive to bankruptcy estate constituents that also renders them problematic as a matter of competition policy. When a company or asset is put up for bid, its most significant competitor should be the highest bidder.

196. *In re Trans World Airlines Inc.*, No. 01–00056(PJW), 2001 WL 1820326, at *12, *14 (Bankr. D. Del. Apr. 2, 2001) (“Given TWA’s precarious financial history, I found that a rejection or denial of the Sale Motion would have resulted in an immediate and precipitous decline in the financial affairs of TWA with a very high probability, if not certainty, of liquidation. A liquidation would result in material adverse harm to TWA’s diverse creditor constituencies and loss of enterprise value.”); McDonald, supra note 181, at 9.

197. See *Effects of American Airlines/TWA Transaction Hearing*, supra note 58, at 26 (testimony of William F. Compton, President and CEO, Trans-World Airways) (“Only American Airlines saw fit this winter to come forward with a proposal that was not merely an offer to cherry-pick a prized asset here and a prized asset there. American proposed a comprehensive solution that will realize for our creditors the value of TWA as a going concern . . . .”). Other potential bidders, including Continental Airlines and a group including financier Carl Icahn, did not produce bids in compliance with the bidding procedures. See *Trans World Airlines Inc.*, 2001 WL 1820326, at *6–7.

198. See 2010 Guidelines, supra note 11, pt. 11 (noting requirements for defense).

There are two reasons for that expectation. First, the most significant competitor is experienced and established in the relevant market. It has the wherewithal to use the assets efficiently. Second, that competitor stands to realize a monopoly premium from the business combination. The combination either creates a position of market dominance with the attendant pricing power or it solidifies a position of dominance that it already had. Of those two reasons, the first may reflect synergies from the merger and may be beneficial, although nothing suggests that the synergies between the dominant competitor and the bankrupt firm are greater than synergies that less harmful business combinations might present. The second reason—pricing power from the combination—is purely harmful.

1. **Irreconcilable Goals**

Bankruptcy business combinations have, as one goal, the maximal value of the bankruptcy estate. Antitrust has the goal of preventing harm to consumers that results from dominance. Bankruptcy law’s value maximization goal looks to effects on the investing interests in the bankrupt firm. The goal is effectuated, in part, through rapid consummation of transactions where wasting asset value is a concern. As a matter of bankruptcy policy, mergers or asset sales that produce supra-normal returns are desirable.

Antitrust looks to effects on the market other than the investor interests of the bankrupt firm. Antitrust goals depend on economic efficiency. Merger review under antitrust law is not concerned with rapid consummation of transactions, but rather with the accuracy of the agencies’ and courts’ evaluations of the net consequences of a transaction. Although neither the law nor public expressions of policy so indicate, observers understand that delay may be a deliberate strategy for merger enforcement.

2. **Bankruptcy Procedures Undermine Antitrust Review**

Bankruptcy relies on a system of specialized non-Article III courts charged with maximizing the value of the debtor’s assets for the benefit of the constituents of the bankruptcy estate. Bankruptcy courts are also con-

---

200. These same explanations exist when the failing-firm defense is applied outside of bankruptcy. See supra notes 26–27 and accompanying text.

201. Under some views of the role of antitrust in economic regulation, extramarket effects also are relevant.

202. The accuracy goal of antitrust is also reflected in the standards for merger review. Courts analyze mergers under the notoriously complex Rule of Reason rather than the more efficient but blunt instrument of *per se* illegality or legality.

203. For example, the grant of a preliminary injunction, though it does not literally forbid a merger in perpetuity, has that practical effect because the merging parties are not willing to wait or invest resources in fighting the case at a permanent injunction proceeding.
stitutionally competent to hear matters “arising in” or “related to” those bankruptcy proceedings, although the extent of that competence is the subject of recurring dispute. Antitrust claims have been treated as within the bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction in cases including Financial News Network, although constitutional challenges to bankruptcy court jurisdiction have not been litigated in the context of review of antitrust claims. Substantial questions exist whether bankruptcy courts, faced with specific incentives and limited experience, are institutionally capable of giving full attention to antitrust policy concerns.

Under the Financial News Network rule, bankruptcy courts have jurisdiction to decide complex antitrust questions through a process of reference from United States district courts. That jurisdictional authority does not necessarily mean they must decide these issues. Procedures are available for district courts to “withdraw the reference” and require the bankruptcy court to abstain from deciding an issue, sending the matter to the district court for decision. No consistent rule for withdrawing the reference has emerged in the courts. Academic literature does not contain a theoretical argument supporting any bright-line rule.

The Bankruptcy Code and Hart-Scott-Rodino Act contain an abbreviated premerger notification process, shortening by one-half to fifteen days the period for initial government review of the proposed merger, and by two-thirds to ten days the subsequent waiting period after full compliance with a government request for further information, before consummation of the merger or asset sale. Those abbreviated waiting periods reflect a policy favoring quick resolution of proceedings to avoid wasting assets and
to ensure creditors are compensated. They are likely insufficient for full merger review and are also insufficient to permit enforcers to adequately prepare for litigation to block the merger or asset sale. Sophisticated firms understand that the bankruptcy forum is preferable for bringing about a successful merger over government opposition.

Neither the legislative history of the Bankruptcy Code nor the academic literature justifies foreshortened procedures in bankruptcy. Commentators favoring bankruptcy or antitrust acknowledge competing justifications for their preferred approaches. On one hand, bankruptcy involves a “need for speed,” supporting foreshortened waiting periods. On the other hand, serious antitrust review takes time, supporting longer waiting periods.210

3. Antitrust Agency Review of Business Combination Transactions Under Section 363(b)

Section 363(b) explicitly recognizes the need for federal antitrust review of mergers or asset sales beyond a certain minimum size, as has been dictated by the Hart-Scott-Rodino (HSR) Act since 1976.211 This section requires notice to the appropriate agencies for a “reportable transaction” for which notice would be required outside of bankruptcy, determined by the size of the parties, size of the assets, or value of the securities involved in the transaction.212

Since amendments to the section in 1994, Section 363(b) has incorporated waiting periods to allow for agency review of the proposed transaction.213 HSR waiting periods for bankruptcy sales or mergers are truncated relative to the non-bankruptcy review periods in the HSR Act. Outside of bankruptcy the initial waiting period is thirty days, followed by an additional thirty days after party compliance with a so-called second request for documents and testimony regarding the transaction.214 In an asset sale or merger conducted in bankruptcy under Section 363(b), the initial waiting period is fifteen days and the period after a second request is ten days, identical to the waiting periods for a cash tender offer.215

---

210. See, e.g., Greenbaum & Meese, supra note 129; Spears, supra note 5.
213. Prior to 1994 there was confusion with regard to the waiting periods to be applied.
214. See 15 U.S.C. § 18a. Parties not infrequently voluntarily agree to extend one or another of these periods if they believe they can convince the agencies not to sue to block the merger.
215. See id. When the Bankruptcy Code was amended in 1994 to adopt the 15+10 dual waiting period structure, the usual waiting period was 30+20, so the bankruptcy and cash tender offer waiting periods were exactly 1/2 of the usual periods. When the usual period was amended to 30+30, taking effect in 2001, the bankruptcy and cash tender offer periods did not change. See Janet Ridge, Interim
The most likely explanation for the shorter waiting period in bankruptcy is the concern for wasting asset value while the firm is operating under the cloud of Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. Rapid reorganizations are believed to preserve estate value. Courts and commentators frequently refer to the necessity of speed in bankruptcy proceedings. Congress too has recognized, without explanation, the value of speed in bankruptcy reorganizations. Arguments that time is of the essence are not frequently supported with empirical evidence. The policy of encouraging speed at all costs serves the interests of the constituents of the bankruptcy estate, who will realize any benefit from preserving asset value while bearing a de minimis share of the harm from an anticompetitive business combination.
4. *Short Review Periods Undermine Merger Challenges and Present Forum-Shopping Concerns*

Short agency review periods for reportable business combination transactions under 363(b) might also be justified on the basis of a preference for those transactions' consummation, in spite of antitrust concerns. Waiting periods permit the antitrust enforcement agencies to reach judgments about the relative costs and benefits of a proposed transaction through discovery-like processes including issuing subpoenas for documents, interviewing third-party witnesses, taking depositions of party witnesses, and hiring and preparing economic and industry experts.\(^{220}\)

At the end of the waiting periods, the agencies must sue to enjoin the transaction or risk its prompt consummation. Where consummation occurs, unwinding a merger or substantial asset sale can be difficult or impossible. Remedying transactions post-confirmation regularly is likened to “unscrambling the egg.”\(^{221}\) On the flip side of the coin, a transaction that is blocked—even preliminarily—frequently fails to proceed.\(^{222}\) The expectation of a permanent injunction after a preliminary injunction has issued is sufficiently great to cause deals to unwind.

Requiring agency counsel to litigate over a transaction with less than the sixty-day review period is likely to undermine their ability to successfully enjoin anticompetitive transactions. As one example, expert testimony may be difficult or impossible to prepare in the twenty-five days permitted by the foreshortened review periods for bankruptcy mergers or asset sales. Careful consideration of theories of antitrust liability is difficult to accomplish, even with full waiting periods, to say nothing of the abbreviated periods provided for 363(b) sales.

In contrast, the merging parties have advance knowledge of both their planned transaction and the likely agency response, so they are not prejudiced by the short preparation time. One example is SunGard Data Systems' purchase of Comdisco Inc. in a Section 363(b) sale conducted as part of Comdisco’s bankruptcy proceedings. Counsel to SunGard published an article regarding the sale after the U.S. District Court denied the sought injunction. Counsel noted that, having anticipated the Antitrust Division’s requests for documents and information, the merging parties were able to respond to those requests immediately on receiving them, limiting the Antitrust Division to the statutory twenty-five days.\(^{223}\) That strategy seems likely to have undermined the Division’s ability to effectively litigate against the transaction, which involved a sophisticated and

---

221. See FTC v. Univ. Health Inc., 938 F.2d 1206, 1217 n.2 (11th Cir. 1991) (internal quotation marks omitted).
222. Consider, for example, the recent preliminary injunction against the proposed sale of US Foods to Sysco. The parties abandoned the transaction rather than continue litigating at the permanent injunction stage of proceedings.
difficult to establish theory of the relevant antitrust market. Counsel’s retrospective article on the SunGard/Comdisco business combination suggests that forum shopping by first filing bankruptcy may have been the parties’ explicit intent.

5. 363(b) Transactions Undermine Antitrust Goals in Other Ways

Nothing about Section 363(b) ensures that antitrust concerns relating to a business combination transaction pursued under that section are respected. Bankruptcy courts have broad authority to allow or to deny the proposed sale of assets. That authority is highlighted in Section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, which permits courts to “issue any order, process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title.” Bankruptcy courts cite the Section 105(a) power to supplement Section 363(b) when approving business combinations.

Nothing in Section 363(b) or elsewhere in the Bankruptcy Code prescribes standards cabining the bankruptcy court’s decision. Case law limits discretion to ensure business combinations serve the goals of maximizing estate value and increasing the likelihood of success in reorganization. Bankruptcy courts do not seek to accomplish other social policy goals when evaluating requests to sell assets or firms under Section 363(b).

The Section 363(b) asset sale process does a poor job of accommodating antitrust concerns. Even if they had appropriate incentives to do so, bankruptcy courts do not enjoy discretion to give weight to the objections of antitrust enforcement agencies or private antitrust plaintiffs when reviewing mergers or asset sales conducted under Section 363(b) during the pendency of the bankruptcy proceeding.

224. One might argue that the existence of longer review periods outside of bankruptcy increase the likelihood that an agency forced to litigate on a foreshortened clock will be unsuccessful. Agency counsel may be accustomed to a pace of preparation that is inconsistent with operating under bankruptcy court supervision. Courts may be accustomed to receiving presentations of evidence that are much more robust than is possible on a shorter clock. It is possible that neither counsel nor courts are sufficiently flexible to adjust to the alternative procedures.


A variety of more specific concerns with asset sales under Section 363(b) exist. There is no reporting process for mergers or asset sales that do not meet the HSR threshold, threatening the possibility that those sales occur without antitrust review. 229 There is no express requirement that non-stakeholders in the bankruptcy proceeding may appear to challenge the merger or sale. 230 Merger challenges that go to trial outside of bankruptcy may be tried to a jury, while claims tried before a bankruptcy court do not include a jury right. 231

6. **Bankruptcy Courts Make Poor Antitrust Judges**

Bankruptcy judges are institutionally ill-suited to render decisions on merger matters, which represent one of the most complex and policy-laden areas of antitrust review. First, bankruptcy judges can be expected to be unschooled in antitrust decision-making relative to generalist district court judges. Second, bankruptcy judges are trained to think in terms of protecting investor interests in firms in bankruptcy to the exclusion of non-investor interests, including consumers and society at large. Third, appellate review of bankruptcy court decisions is frequently less robust than appellate review of decisions by trial courts in other litigation settings. Finally, evaluation of bankruptcy judges, who are not life-tenured, turns on their success deciding bankruptcy issues.

These realities regarding the institutional competence of bankruptcy courts to hear antitrust matters explain the apparent, but unstated, reluctance of the antitrust enforcement agencies to bring merger challenges before bankruptcy courts. In cases discussed in the remainder of this Part, both the FTC and the Antitrust Division have endeavored, with differing degrees of success, to ensure their anti-merger arguments were heard by district courts rather than by bankruptcy courts.

---

229. This concern is not specific to bankruptcy proceedings, but it is possible that the circumstances of bankruptcy, including rapid reorganizations, may exacerbate the effect of non-reporting by undermining the ability of the agencies or would-be complainants to learn of and act on the proposed merger or sale.

230. As a practical matter, bankruptcy courts appear willing to hear challenges brought by the enforcement agencies.

231. This concern arises if private plaintiffs rather than federal agencies bring the merger challenge. Federal merger challenges either occur before the Federal Trade Commission or in district court; in the latter case a jury is highly unlikely.

232. Efforts to study agency decision-making in this regard have been unsuccessful due to agency assertions of privilege from Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) disclosure of documents or information reflecting decision-making processes. However, conversations with attorneys and managers with both enforcement agencies, as well as knowledgeable observers, support the conclusion of reluctance to proceed in the bankruptcy forum.
E. Representative Cases and Degrees of Antitrust Enforcement Success

In Part III(A)–(D), this Article categorized business combination transactions pursued in the course of a bankruptcy proceeding.\(^{233}\) The first category involved competing bidders, where the bankruptcy reorganization goals (but not necessarily value maximization goals) could be achieved without the anticompetitive business combination transaction. The second, related category involved a business combination transaction that was unnecessary to accomplish a reorganization. Such a category could only be justified on the basis of value maximization. The third involved a business combination transaction without which the reorganization would have been impossible.

From 1991 to the present, an increasingly sophisticated approach to merger enforcement in the context of bankruptcy has developed. Lessons from the FTC’s *Financial News Network* debacle informed the Antitrust Division’s approach in *Comdisco*. The Antitrust Division’s litigation failure in *Comdisco* improved its own approach to merger enforcement in the context of the AMR Corporation bankruptcy.

1. *In re* Financial News Network

One example of the conflict between antitrust law’s merger policy goals and a bankruptcy asset sale proceeding is the litigation involving the Federal Trade Commission and state attorneys general over the sale of Financial News Network to General Electric, the parent company of competitor Consumer News and Business Channel. The proposed transaction was a merger to monopoly in the market for cable financial news reporting. The FTC’s aborted effort to block the merger between General Electric (CNBC) and bankrupt firm Financial News Network represents an early and naïve attempt to block a bankruptcy business combination on the basis of antitrust concerns.

Westinghouse Corp. offered a competing bid for the Financial News Network assets. Had the bid succeeded, FNN would have continued to compete with CNBC, retaining a duopoly in the market. Every indication was that Westinghouse, a conglomerate that competed with CNBC-owner GE in many product lines, was a legitimate competing bidder for the FNN assets.

Because of the Westinghouse bid, even if FNN would have been unlikely to reorganize in bankruptcy, the FNN sale to GE could not be justified on the basis of the failing-firm defense. The bankruptcy court rejected the Westinghouse bid on the basis of bid procedures favoring GE. Bid procedures are established on the basis of value maximization goals and the rejection of the Westinghouse bid is evidence of favoring value maximization over the competitively preferable alternative.

\(^{233}\) See *supra* notes 167–232 and accompanying text.
The FTC appealed the bankruptcy court’s determination that it had jurisdiction over the agency’s antitrust challenge to the business combination with successful bidder GE. After the bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction over the antitrust challenge was upheld, the agency dropped its challenge.234

2. *In re Comdisco*

Another example of this conflict is the Antitrust Division’s challenge to the acquisition by competitor SunGard Data Systems of bankrupt Comdisco, Inc., a merger that created a duopoly in the market for electronic data storage services.235 SunGard/Comdisco involved a Section 363(b) business combination undertaken in the course of Comdisco’s bankruptcy proceeding in Chicago.236 The Antitrust Division’s litigation against SunGard’s purchase of Comdisco ten years after *Financial News Network* showed lessons learned from the Financial News Network bankruptcy, but once again reflected the difficulties presented by the jurisdictional overlaps between bankruptcy and antitrust proceedings.

Hewlett Packard was a possible alternative bidder for the Comdisco assets. Because Hewlett Packard was not a competitor at the time, its bid would preserve three firms operating in the market. Like the GE-FNN transaction, a failing-firm defense would be unavailable to support the SunGard-Comdisco business combination.

The Justice Department opposed the business combination. It first sought to preclude the bankruptcy court’s approving the 363(b) transaction by sending a letter to the bankruptcy court indicating its intent to challenge the transaction as a violation of the Clayton Act. The bankruptcy court returned the Justice Department’s letter unopened. Bankruptcy proceedings were nonetheless stayed while the Justice Department

234. Information explaining the FTC’s decision to drop the challenge to the business combination is not publicly available.


236. Professor LoPucki lists the Comdisco bankruptcy as one of several that reflected that bankruptcy court’s participation in the competition for major company bankruptcies in the early part of the prior decade. It seems likely the antitrust advantage made the bankruptcy forum—and in particular the Section 363(b) mechanism—more attractive than seeking to effect the business combination outside of bankruptcy or through a plan sale. *See supra* notes 125–37 and accompanying text. It would be an interesting inquiry whether the hope of easy confirmation of the proposed business combination enhanced the attractiveness of the Chicago forum.
proceeded with a challenge to the proposed business combination in federal district court.

Antitrust counsel for the merging parties conducted its defense to the expected merger challenge in a manner that maximized the advantage from the short waiting periods for agency review of business combinations under 363(b). By preparing in advance and complying quickly with the anticipated government’s second request, the parties to the business combination were able to limit Justice Department review of the proposed combination to the bare minimum waiting period provided for in Section 363(b)—approximately a month—before the government filed its complaint seeking an injunction.237

The apparent result was a hastily prepared Justice Department merger challenge in a complex economic sector. The challenge unsurprisingly failed on the basis of a problematic market definition. The SunGard/Comdisco business combination, which dramatically reduced competition in the market relative to the alternative combination with Hewlett Packard, succeeded because of procedures for 363(b) sales that favor hasty consummation of business combinations at the expense of careful antitrust review.

3. In re AMR Corp.

The US Airways/American Airlines business combination shows a second category of transaction that was unnecessary to realizing the benefits of keeping the bankrupt firm’s assets operating in the market of concern. The bankruptcy court approved the business combination in June 2013, applying Section 363(b) as informed by the bankruptcy court’s general equitable power.238 In the American Airlines bankruptcy and US Airways/American Airlines merger, the Antitrust Division’s approach to merger review and enforcement in the context of a bankruptcy proceeding reflected lessons learned over two decades since Financial News Network.

The transaction reduced the number of major competitors in the market from five to four, leading to further consolidation in a market already characterized by a small number of major firms and well-understood to possess oligopoly characteristics. From the perspective of antitrust law, its consummation raises fundamental concerns. As the Justice Department claimed in its August 2013 complaint seeking to enjoin the transaction, industry consolidation and the elimination of maverick competitor US Airways threatened harm to consumers in the form of increased prices and decreased service on a large number of domestic city-pair routes.239

237. Internal agency deliberations are not publicly available, making it difficult to know the impact of the parties’ defense strategy on Justice Department deliberations.

238. See In re AMR Corp., No. 11-15463(SHL), 2013 WL 2643174 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. June 10, 2013) (applying 11 U.S.C. §§ 363(b), 105(a)).

239. On one hand, the CEO of the combined firm publicly predicted, “As the largest airline in the world, we should be the most profitable . . . .” See Susan Carey
Theory suggests that the US Airways/American Airlines business combination, by conferring pricing power on the combined firm, should represent a high-value opportunity for the constituents of the bankruptcy estate. Stock market results post-merger suggest the theoretical expectation has borne out. Market observers noted extraordinary profit potential for equity investors in bankrupt AMR Corp., who, according to conventional bankruptcy wisdom, might have expected to lose their entire investment.240

4. Why the Problem Remains

Knowledgeable observers continue to question whether the merger enforcement in US Airways/American Airlines, which was conducted in parallel with the American Airlines bankruptcy proceeding, was as successful as it might have been if conducted outside of bankruptcy. Too, bankruptcy remains a notoriously localized practice, and the success of merger enforcement when the bankruptcy proceeding is before one particular bankruptcy court judge says little about a future merger matter in parallel with a bankruptcy proceeding taking place in a different jurisdiction. In particular, considering incentives to forum shop and broad discretion facing bankruptcy counsel with regard to where to file, a filing made in a bankruptcy court with judges less inclined to be deferential to antitrust concerns might be a strategic ploy.241

Based on evidence from the US Airways/American Airlines merger, enforcers’ experience can mitigate the challenges of investigating and challenging a merger in parallel with a bankruptcy proceeding. Theoretical potential remains for suboptimal antitrust enforcement when bankruptcy courts are uncooperative and merging parties seek maximal advantage from the foreshortened waiting periods. Necessity remains for a theoretically sound and pragmatic solution to the conflicts.

9. Conclusion

In summary, the US Airways/American Airlines business combination represents a remarkable success story, with extraordinary profit potential for equity investors in bankrupt AMR Corp. The theoretical expectation of enforcing antitrust laws in parallel with a bankruptcy proceeding was borne out. However, knowledgeable observers continue to question whether the enforcement was as successful as it might have been if conducted outside of bankruptcy. The localized nature of bankruptcy and the discretion享ed by bankruptcy counsel raises concerns about the effectiveness of antitrust enforcement in such matters. Necessity remains for a theoretically sound and pragmatic solution to the conflicts involved in parallel bankruptcy and antitrust proceedings.
IV. Optimal Reconciliation

Part III identified deep and enduring conflicts between antitrust merger control and bankruptcy business reorganizations. Differences in goals between business bankruptcies and competition policy suggest that conflicts will arise whenever there is a substantial bankruptcy in a concentrated industry. Those have been frequent in recent decades, and the representative cases in the prior sub-part show that conflicts do arise. This Part is the first effort to identify which policy should prevail in seeking the optimal legal and regulatory approach to mergers in declining industries.

A. A Clash Between Groups of Diffuse Claimants

Both bankruptcy and antitrust can be understood as seeking to mitigate disparities in bargaining power that emerge when constituents are unable to protect their own interests in bilateral bargaining with the firm. Upstream investor interests include employees, communities, creditors, and equity investors (suppliers of labor, geography, capital, and entrepreneurship) and are diffuse relative to the bankrupt firm. That relative diffusion undermines those investors' bargaining power vis-à-vis the firm: a large percentage of the individual investors lack the ability to dictate terms or to demand timely compensation. The opposite problem arises when the bankrupt firm’s relationship with consumers is considered. Like investors, consumers are too diffuse to protect their individual interests when bargaining with the bankrupt firm.

It is less obvious that the interests of the diffuse investors are opposed to the interests of the diffuse consumers. The Chapter 11 reorganization, including the asset sale or merger conducted as part of it, can be seen as sharing economic value from the market in which the firm operates between upstream claimants (investors) and downstream claimants (consumers). The consumers benefit if the asset or firm is diminished, improving their bargaining position in relation to it. The investors benefit if the asset or firm is enhanced, increasing the value to be distributed among them. If the economy is static, the situation is zero-sum: a benefit realized by either class of claimants is offset by a loss suffered by the other class of claimants.

The zero-sum nature of this tug-of-war between consumers and investors operating in the market in which the assets or firm operate(s) explains why the conflict between bankruptcy law’s estate value maximization goal and antitrust law’s consumer protection goal is irreconcilable. This refined understanding also enables steps toward an optimal balance between the competing policy goals.

B. Diffuse Claimants Lacking Ex Ante Bargaining Opportunity Must Prevail

In the tradition of law-and-economics that dominates both antitrust and business bankruptcy scholarship and policy-making, this Article asserts that economic efficiency is a guiding principle in analyzing both antitrust
law and bankruptcy law. Bargaining disparity produces market failures leading to inefficient resource allocations. Regulatory intervention can be appropriate to correct for such market failure.

Evaluating which set of claimants is more diffuse and therefore in greater need of legal intervention to mitigate the market failure caused by bargaining disparity helps to resolve the conflict between antitrust and bankruptcy. In the ordinary circumstance, the more diffuse set of claimants will be consumers. Investors frequently band together in the form of labor unions and pooled capital investment schemes such as mutual funds. Creditors are themselves sophisticated and capital-intensive enterprises.

In contrast, consumers typically bargain individually, competing against one another for scarce opportunities to contract with suppliers in the industry. Economic theories of collective action demonstrate consumers are unlikely to interact collectively to protect their collective best interests. The antitrust enterprise exists to protect those interests, which the bargaining process frequently undermines.

Stakeholders in bankruptcy proceedings, including creditors, equity investors, and employees of the bankrupt firm, have the further advantage of an opportunity to bargain ex ante to protect their interests in the context of bankruptcy. Stakeholders have the ability to assess the risk of contracting with the debtor firm before its filing and adjust contract terms on the basis of those risks. For example, creditors may take security interests, gaining the protections of security including first right to recovery from the debtor’s assets. Other creditors adjust the terms of their credit relationship, including interest charges or repayment schedules, based on risk assessments. Equity holders adjust the prices they pay for ownership of the debtor’s equity shares to reflect concerns for loss in bankruptcy. Finally, even employees, the least well-protected of the stakeholders, have some ability to recover wages due and to bargain for payment terms in light of expectations regarding the firm’s failure.

In contrast, in the ordinary course, consumers do not form advance contract relationships that give them stakeholder status in bankruptcy proceedings. Exceptions to this general reality include long-term contracts that place a consumer in the position of a creditor and down payments


245. See id. § 507(a)(4).

246. See id. § 365.
on consumer goods that have the same effect. In the ordinary course, consumers are pure non-stakeholders who rely on the preservation of efficiency in the industry but have little to no ability to enforce that goal through their own action.

C. Ties Should Break in Favor of Merger Enforcement Policy

The totality of considerations favors antitrust law's merger policy goals over bankruptcy's value maximization goals. Even where equally diffuse, the localized constituents of the bankruptcy estate are better positioned than the consumers to protect their interests. Shareholders and creditors both are in contract relationships with the bankrupt firm. Those contracts are subject to negotiation. The interests of the shareholder and creditor counter-parties can be protected through negotiation.

For these reasons, we are willing, outside of bankruptcy, to prefer consumer interests to shareholder and creditor interests. We will subject firms and, derivatively, their owners and creditors to financial penalties for anticompetitive conduct, including illegal mergers. The only difference between the non-bankruptcy and bankruptcy circumstances is the timing. Analogizing to the principle of Butner v. United States, equity holders and creditors should not be better off in bankruptcy than they were out of bankruptcy.

V. Proposals for Reform

Part IV explained the optimal reconciliation of the conflict between antitrust merger review and bankruptcy business reorganizations as one that favors the goals of antitrust. Reform is necessary to bring about that reconciliation. In this part, the Article offers paths to reform to correct for a status quo that suffers from a tendency toward false negatives in the application of antitrust policy to business combinations conducted under the supervision of a bankruptcy court. The possible approaches include amendments to the Bankruptcy Code as well as changes to interpretations of the Code in its current form.

A. Reorganization Plans Better Protect Antitrust Review of Bankruptcy Business Combinations

Moving to greater use of plan sales versus Section 363(b) sales for bankruptcy business combinations is the most direct and obvious route to mitigate the tension between the policies of bankruptcy law and those of antitrust. The feasibility test for plan approval under Section 1129 promises the best check on the use of the bankruptcy forum to effect business combinations that violate the Clayton Act. Merger review procedures

247. See id. § 507(a)(7).
under that section allow for full review, conducted under the normal 30+30 day waiting period mandated in the HSR Act.249

The incentives facing bankruptcy courts at the plan confirmation stage are different than the incentives at the time of an out-of-the-ordinary-course-of-business asset sale or merger conducted under Section 363(b). Instead of seeking to maximize asset value to enable a reorganization to occur, the plan confirmation process seeks to ensure that a business structure is in place that will permit a firm to continue to be successful after confirmation.250 The legality of a business combination conducted as part of a plan of reorganization is inextricably linked to the feasibility of the reorganization.251 Stakeholders in the bankruptcy proceeding have incentive and opportunity to bring problematic proposals for business combinations to the attention of the antitrust enforcement agencies, mitigating problems of non-reportable transactions evading antitrust review.252

Unlike in the context of Section 363(b) sales, which one writer argues are part of a race-to-the-bottom competition among bankruptcy courts, courts do not stand to benefit by confirming plans that immediately fail due to antitrust challenges to business combinations.253 The reputational penalty to a court associated with plan failure caused by a court’s enjoining the transaction would be greater than in the context of failures that occur over a longer time horizon. Such a failure-by-injunction would be immediate and readily traceable to a failing in the plan confirmation process.254

Legislative change might give effect to what is generally agreed to be the real thrust of Section 363(b)—sales of assets, not entire businesses—with the effect of shifting business combinations to the plan confirmation stage of proceedings. Such an amendment might include as part of paragraph (b)(1): “Any sale of all or substantially all of the property of the estate may be conducted under this section only if the court determines after notice and a hearing that confirmation of a plan under this Chapter is highly unlikely to succeed.”255 The hypothetical amendment preserves the 363(b) sale option for emergency cases but narrows the current “business rationale” requirement, through which most such sales are justified. The likely success of the hypothetical amendment, even if enacted, is sub-

249. See supra notes 215–17 and accompanying text.
250. See supra notes 80–83 and accompanying text.
251. See supra notes 84–89 and accompanying text.
252. See supra notes 74–79 and accompanying text.
253. But cf. LoPucki, supra note 42, at 137–40, 167–80 (arguing that Section 363(b) business combinations are indication of corrupted reorganization proceedings).
254. But cf. id. at 97–122 (recognizing plan failure as regular feature of modern large public company reorganizations but fact of high failure rates are not ascribed to bankruptcy courts' failures).
255. The language draws on the “plan sale” paragraph of the Bankruptcy Code, Section 1123(b)(4).
ject to question: two authors argue that the “melting ice cube” argument for 363(b) sales has been accepted as a matter of course, suggesting that courts might simply begin to conclude that plans can never succeed.  

B. Withdrawing the Reference for Antitrust Merger Challenges

One resolution to the concern that expertise and institutional incentives favor value maximization over antitrust goals would be to challenge the results of Section 363(b) asset sales in district court, relying on the bankruptcy court to hold off on its decision approving the sale until the district court decides the antitrust claim. Withdrawal of the reference with regard to antitrust review of assets sales would be an elegant mechanism resolving the tension between the bankruptcy court’s estate-value-maximization goals and competition policy concerns raised by the asset sale.

The Judiciary Code provides:

The district court shall, on timely motion of a party, so withdraw a proceeding if the court determines that resolution of the proceeding requires consideration of both title 11 and other laws of the United States regulating organizations or activities affecting interstate commerce.  

In operation, the mandatory withdrawal approach would involve a challenger to a bankruptcy asset sale appearing in bankruptcy court, raising that challenge, and moving the district court to withdraw the reference to decide the antitrust issue. Bringing this approach into the mainstream would involve either common-law interpretations of Section 157(d) that require withdrawal when a Clayton Act challenge is brought to a bankruptcy business combination or changes to the bankruptcy reference procedure imposed by district court rule.

1. Mandatory Withdrawal in Operation

Petitioning the district court to “withdraw the reference” is a means to move proceedings from the bankruptcy court—where they may be heard only by reference from an Article III judge—to a federal trial court. Such a move has two clear benefits. First, federal district courts are generalist courts, frequently with some experience in antitrust matters, while bank-

---

256. See generally Jacoby & Janger, supra note 4.
258. As a formal matter, withdrawal of the reference could occur in one of two ways. First, proceedings that are considered “non-core” are required to be reviewed de novo by the referring district court on the timely objection of any party. See id. § 157(c)(1). A determination that an antitrust challenge to a bankruptcy asset sale is non-core would change the fact-finder to a tribunal less likely to be predisposed to allow the transaction. Second, even when a proceeding is core, an interested party may seek to have the district court exercise its discretion to withdraw the reference “for cause shown.” Id. § 157(d). Withdrawal occurs by motion made to the district court. Fed. R. Bankr. P. 5011.
ruptcy courts are specialized tribunals whose judicial work is focused entirely on federal bankruptcy law. At least one commentator has noted that bankruptcy judges may be myopic with regard to non-bankruptcy matters. Second, bankruptcy proceedings are directed entirely to maximizing estate value and not to the broader economic impacts of the proceedings as those economic impacts affect entities that are not constituents of the estate.

Under the broadest interpretation of Section 157(d), the mere necessity of resolving an antitrust challenge would be a basis for mandatory withdrawal. This approach reads the word “consideration” to mean what it says—if the court must “consider” antitrust law, withdrawal is required. This approach has been pejoratively called the “literal theory.” Most courts have refused to read the word “consideration” so broadly for fear of “creating an ‘escape hatch’” that “would eviscerate much of the work of [the] bankruptcy courts.” The prevailing interpretation of 157(d) reads “consideration” to mean “material and substantial consideration,” suggesting both that the consideration of antitrust (or other federal) law must be material to the outcome and that the amount of consideration is significant.

Several courts have held the standard to be met in the presence of antitrust claims. In *Lifemark Hospitals v. Liljeberg Enterprises*, claims that contracts involving the debtor were illegal tying arrangements presented a basis for mandatory withdrawal when the claims did not present *per se* violations of the antitrust laws. Instead, the court must decide, “among other things, definition of the relevant product and geographic market area, and determinations of whether competition was unreasonably restrained by a tying or exclusive dealing agreement, whether a particular hospital lease constituted a tying product, and whether debtor’s conduct constituted an unfair trade practice.” This was “more than routine application of established [antitrust] law.” In *In re National Gypsum Co.*, patent claims with antitrust counterclaims “necessarily entailed material and substantial consideration of non-Code federal law,” and in *Burger King Corp. v. B-K of Kansas*, a creditor’s trademark claims and the debtor’s

262. See 1 COLIER ON BANKRUPTCY 3–57 (17th Ed. 2015) (citing cases).
antitrust and RICO counterclaims met the standard. And in *Michigan Milk Producers Ass’n v. Hunter*, antitrust counterclaims presented a basis for mandatory withdrawal because they required “substantial and material consideration of federal antitrust claim[s].” The counterclaim in question “alleged that a supply agreement entered into between [creditor] and [debtor] was in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1.”

2. **Narrowing Interpretations of 157(d)**

Although several examples exist of antitrust issues that satisfy the prevailing Section 157(d) standard for mandatory withdrawal, there are limits to relying on this approach. First, none of the successful arguments arise in the merger context. Second, courts paying close heed to narrowing interpretations of 157(d) have often reached the opposite conclusion on antitrust claims. Third, the most extreme narrowing interpretation of Section 157(d), advanced by a small minority of courts and a leading bankruptcy treatise, would almost certainly prove insurmountable in the context of any merger challenge to a bankruptcy business combination.

a. **Interpretation, Not Application**

One commonly accepted narrowing interpretation of the mandatory withdrawal provision speaks to the degree of “interpretation” of the non-bankruptcy that is required. The Seventh Circuit in *In re Vicars Insurance Agency* distinguished between “mere application” and “interpretation,” outlining three approaches from the “least restrictive end of the spectrum” to the “most restrictive interpretations” of 157(d). The *In re Vicars Insurance Agency* court preferred the middle approach: “mere presence of a non-title 11 issue, even if that issue is outcome determinative,” is not sufficient to invoke mandatory withdrawal (although permissive withdrawal remains available), but neither is it essential that “non-title 11 issues ‘dominate[ ]’ bankruptcy issues,” instead, “consideration of both title 11 and other laws of the United States” involves a court’s “undertak[ing] analysis of significant open and unresolved issues regarding

---

266. See Burger King Corp. v. B-K of Kan., Inc., 64 B.R. 728, 731 (D. Kan. 1986).
268. Id. at 215.
270. See id. at 953 (citing Contemporary Lithographers, Inc. v. Hibbert (*In re Contemporary Lithographers*), 127 B.R. 122, 127 (M.D.N.C. 1991) (providing permissive approach); *In re Lenard*, 124 B.R. 101, 102 (D. Colo. 1991) (providing restrictive approach)).
the non-title 11 law” as distinct from “mere application of existing law to new facts.”

Courts have held that the elements of mandatory withdrawal are not met when antitrust claims other than merger issues are raised in bankruptcy, although only rarely in cases in which the antitrust issues were squarely presented and fully articulated. In Hawaiian Airlines, Inc. v. Mesa Air Group, Inc., the antitrust issues were raised in counterclaims, where the original claims were within the bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction as core proceedings. Noting both that “the antitrust and other federal law issues in this case appear to be straightforward and not matters of first impression” and that “Mesa has not identified those portions of the antitrust laws which it contends will require substantial and material consideration,” the Hawaiian Airlines court concluded mandatory withdrawal was not required.

There is only one example of a mandatory withdrawal motion being addressed in the context of a merger challenge to a bankruptcy business combination. Both the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of Illinois, continuing their litigation to enforce the Sherman Act after the Federal Trade Commission abandoned its challenge to the CNBC/FNN transaction, moved the district court to withdraw the reference. Noting circuit precedent that suggested withdrawal might be mandatory if the matter involved “significant interpretation of CERCLA,” the district court

---

271. See id. at 954; see also United States v. Delfasco, Inc., 409 B.R. 704, 707 (D. Del. 2009) (distinguishing “‘substantial and material’ consideration of federal law” (withdrawal mandatory) from “straightforward application of a federal law” (not mandatory)).


273. See id. at 223. Hawaiian Airlines can thus be explained as a failure to fulfill a burden of proof. See also Hvide Marine Towing, Inc. v. Kimbrell (In re Hvide Marine Inc.), 248 B.R. 841, 843 (M.D. Fla. 2000) (holding no mandatory withdrawal for oblique reference to “unlawful monopolistic activities in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act” and other federal law). Other cases refusing mandatory withdrawal in the presence of antitrust issues do not involve meaningful assertions of antitrust issues to be decided. The district court in In re Mathson Industries, Inc. held that a claim of collusion affecting the outcome of a Section 363(b) asset sale, while couched as antitrust issue (bid-rigging), was actually a claim about the application of Bankruptcy Code Section 363(n), which imports the bid-rigging standard into the bankruptcy code as a reason to set aside a bankruptcy sale. 408 B.R. 888, 891 (E.D. Mich. 2009). It was irrelevant that “the existence of a Sherman Act violation would help Plaintiff prove her claim . . . .” Id. In an analogous case, assertion of state-law antitrust claims that would be decided by reference to analogous federal law did not provide a basis for mandatory withdrawal, because the federal law was not binding. Kiep v. Turner, 80 B.R. 521, 524 (D. Haw. 1987).

held that a merger challenge was a “mere application of established antitrust principles to new facts.”

Such a narrow interpretation of Section 157(d) undermines a policy of mandatory withdrawal whenever antitrust merger issues are presented in the context of a bankruptcy business combination. Enacted in 1950, the Clayton Act has existed in substantially its current form for more than six decades. Since 1968, increasingly sophisticated versions of the Guidelines have been considered, promulgated, and generally accepted. Most mergers brought to the antitrust enforcement agencies for review are permitted to proceed without challenge and even minimal investigation using the early termination procedure. The core challenge in merger litigation is the application of complex facts to well-established legal principles. A party seeking to have a matter removed to the district court would be hard-pressed to argue that the merger challenge meets the In re Vicars Insurance Agency standard for mandatory withdrawal.

b. “Only One Law”

One pair of commentators opposed mandatory withdrawal for questions of merger enforcement arising in reorganization cases under a more extreme narrowing interpretation of the mandatory withdrawal standard. These opponents of mandatory withdrawal base their arguments on interpretations of Judiciary Code Section 157(d), requiring withdrawal “on timely motion of any party . . . if the court determines that resolution of the proceeding requires consideration of both title 11 and other laws of the United States.” They argue that the only law being interpreted is the Clayton Act because Section 363(b) is not subject to different interpretations. A small minority of lower courts follow this “only one law” approach.

That interpretation of Section 157(d) is wrong-headed. Every bankruptcy court decision approving a business combination (whether as part of a plan or under 363(b)) necessarily interprets the Bankruptcy Code.

275. Id. at 4–5 (citing City of N.Y. v. Exxon Corp., 932 F.2d 1020 (2d Cir. 1991)) (noting withdrawal may be mandatory if interpretation of CERCLA is required).

276. See Greenbaum & Meese, supra note 129, at 37; see also Collier, supra note 262, at 3–62 (noting “probably the correct way [to read Section 157(d)] is that the district court is not required to withdraw” proceeding only presenting an antitrust issue).


If antitrust questions are also present, then "both title 11 and other laws of the United States' language of Section 157(d) is satisfied. The "only one law" argument also ignores the justification for making and withdrawing the reference. Because the reference to bankruptcy courts is justified by their unique expertise in bankruptcy matters, the reference should be withdrawn when matters outside that unique expertise are presented for decision. Those non-bankruptcy matters are better handled by generalist district court judges who possess generalized experience and the security of life tenure.

3. Overcoming the Narrowing Interpretations

The distinction between successful arguments for mandatory withdrawal and those that are unsuccessful turns primarily on movants' ability to demonstrate a need for "interpreting, not applying" or "material and substantial consideration of" antitrust law. Most unsuccessful motions raising antitrust issues appear to fail based on their oblique references to antitrust claims or counter-claims, without a meaningful demonstration of the complexity of those claims. In contrast, successful motions show the interpretative challenges inherent in deciding the antitrust issue. For example, the assertion of a tying challenge in *Lifemark Hospitals* succeeded in producing withdrawal to the district court when the movant described the difficult issues of market definition, reasonableness of the restraint, and the existence of a tying product. In contrast, the unsuccessful motion

280. See Nancy C. Dreher et al., *Bankruptcy Reference Manual* § 2.11 (Norton, 5th ed. 2014) (noting most courts hold that interpretation be of non-bankruptcy scheme). A leading treatise advances the most extreme possible interpretation of Section 157(d). *Collier on Bankruptcy* hews literally to the statutory text to suggest both bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy issues must be present for mandatory withdrawal, in keeping with the small minority of cases and commentators like Greenbaum and Meese. See Collier, supra note 262, at 3–55 to 3–57. The same treatise then advances the view, in deviation from the statutory text that involvement in the non-bankruptcy law must extend beyond mere "consideration" (the statutory term) to "substantial and material consideration." See id. at 3–56 to 3–57 & n.19 (citing cases). That approach cannot be justified by any statutory interpretive methodology and can only be explained by a full-throated preference to the narrowest possible reading of the mandatory withdrawal provision.

281. See Franklin Sav. Ass'n v. Office of Thrift Supervision, 150 B.R. 976, 980 (D. Kan. 1993) (stating that minority approach would incongruously leave matters involving only non-bankruptcy issues in bankruptcy court, while matters involving partly bankruptcy issues would be withdrawn).

282. See Am. Freight Sys., Inc. v. Interstate Commerce Comm'n (In re Am. Freight Sys., Inc.), 150 B.R. 790, 794 (D. Kan. 1993); Sullivan v. Hiser (In re St. Mary Hosp.), 115 B.R. 495, 497 (E.D. Pa. 1990); United States v. Johns-Manville Corp. (In re Johns-Manville Corp.), 63 B.R. 600, 602 (S.D.N.Y. 1986); see also Collier, supra note 262, at 3–62 (stating district courts are better equipped than bankruptcy courts to determine non-bankruptcy federal issues). "Possibly Congress was wary of the possibility that a bankruptcy judge would favor the Code provision that conflicted with a provision contained in another federal statute and wanted district judges to have the last word on where the case would be tried." Id.
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in *Hawaiian Airlines* involved antitrust counterclaims but no demonstration of what “portions of the antitrust laws” were implicated.284

A full description of the process for deciding a complex merger issue should satisfy the need to tailor the withdrawal motion to that in *Hawaiian Airlines*. To an extent even greater than tying claims, full consideration of a merger challenge involves market definition, calculation of market shares and changes in market shares, consideration of the competitive effects of the business combination, consideration of possible efficiencies that might emerge and a determination whether those efficiencies are specific to the proposed business combination, and consideration of the failing-firm defense. The merger challenge ultimately turns on the net effect on competition from the business combination—whether the competitive effects are overborne by, or overbear, the asserted efficiencies and the failing-firm defense. A well-drawn motion describing the process, including ample reference to the Guidelines, with a preliminary demonstration that the proposed business combination presents facial concerns for unresolved competitive effects, easily meets the standard.

To the extent that courts hew to the excessively narrow interpretations of Section 157(d), either (1) requiring difficult interpretations of both the Bankruptcy Code and the antitrust laws or (2) understanding merger review to be mere application of facts to settled law, those approaches will require change, whether by common law, court rule, or legislation. The common law approach is the most promising. The interpretation of Section 157(d) followed by the majority of courts should, in the presence of well-made motions, require antitrust challenges to bankruptcy business combinations to be decided by district courts.

C. Dismissals of Bankruptcy Petitions for Bad Faith

Bankruptcy courts have the power, on request and after holding a hearing, to dismiss Chapter 11 bankruptcy petitions “for cause” under Bankruptcy Code Section 1112.285 “Cause” includes abuse of the bankruptcy process, which has been found in cases in which a financially healthy debtor sought bankruptcy to avoid antitrust liability. In *SGL Carbon Corp.*, the bankruptcy court concluded a desire to avoid antitrust liability in a suit alleging that price fixing was not a “valid reorganizational purpose” and upheld the bankruptcy court’s dismissal of the Chapter 11 petition.286 Bad faith dismissals operate to screen out bankruptcy petitions that are not consistent with the policies underlying bankruptcy law.

An analogous screen exists at the plan confirmation stage, where bankruptcy courts are charged by Code Section 1129(a) to confirm only those plans “proposed in good faith.”287 Good faith is a poorly defined

---
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phrase “generally interpreted to mean that there exists ‘a reasonable likelihood that the plan will achieve a result consistent with the objectives and purposes of the Bankruptcy Code.’”288 Good faith for purposes of confirmation exists where “there is a reasonable likelihood of reorganizing the debtor” even if the plan is not the best possible approach to satisfying creditor claims.289 A more stringent phrasing of the good faith requirement for plan confirmation requires “an arguable relation [ ] between the chapter 11 plan and the reorganization-related purposes that the chapter was designed to serve.”290

The uses of “good faith” in Sections 1112 (as a judicial gloss on “cause”) and 1129, while fundamentally disparate as a procedural matter, are unsurprisingly intertwined.291 Some version of a good faith requirement has existed in bankruptcy legislation at least since the 1898 Bankruptcy Act.292 Interpretations of historical good faith requirements for plan confirmation operated to prevent the debtor from using bankruptcy “to accomplish an inequitable or unfair result, or to obtain a result contrary to the spirit of the statute . . . .”293

Existing interpretations of “cause” and “good faith” requirements in Chapter 11 give little support to an argument that pursuing bankruptcy to facilitate a business combination either is a bad faith basis for filing or represents a bad faith plan proposal. The Bankruptcy Code has not been interpreted and applied to accommodate non-stakeholder interests or external regulatory concerns like antitrust law. Common law or legislative change would be required to accomplish this result.

Legislative change might involve one or both of two Code amendments. First, the definition of “cause” in Code Section 1112(b)(4) might be amended to include “violation of controlling federal or state regulatory
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requirements.” Second, the good faith requirement for confirmation in Section 1129(a)(3) might be amended to include “or in violation of controlling federal or state regulatory requirements.” The first is the most promising change to achieve the goals of ensuring the bankruptcy process is not abused to achieve business combinations that the antitrust laws would forbid. Plan sales present substantially lesser concerns for undermining the antitrust merger review process. Section 1112 is the appropriate section to control abusive business combinations under Section 363(b).

Amending Section 1112 to mitigate the use of bankruptcy filings solely to achieve anticompetitive business combinations is both an underinclusive and an overinclusive remedy. “Cause” would still only be found if the business combination was planned in advance of the filing and the filing was made solely to facilitate the combination in violation of the Clayton Act. Business combinations that violate the Clayton Act that are planned after the petition was filed (or even planned in advance but do not represent the cause for the filing) should not create cause for dismissing the petition. The amendment would be over inclusive because it threatens a cottage industry built on motions claiming cause for a violation of myriad federal or state regulatory schemes. Bankruptcy courts would necessarily become adept at processing such arguments quickly, risking the ultimate effect that any such motion is functionally ignored.

D. Agency Review of Less-Anticompetitive Alternatives

A different approach to accomplishing the goal of stronger antitrust review in bankruptcy is to amend the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act to provide an entirely new structure for agency investigation of bankruptcy business combinations. Under this proposed approach, the antitrust enforcement agencies would be given opportunity to investigate for up to thirty days after a bankruptcy-court ordered business combination to proceed in district court seeking injunctive relief. The injunction would be granted if the enforcement agency could demonstrate a less anticompetitive option for disposing of the assets that is not unreasonably unfair to the constituents of the bankruptcy estate.

Under this approach, the Department of Justice would have succeeded in preliminarily blocking the SunGard/Comdisco business combination, because would-be new entrant Hewlett Packard was willing and

294. Such an amendment would be consistent with the exception to the automatic stay for "enforce[ment of a] governmental unit’s . . . police and regulatory power." 11 U.S.C. § 362(b)(4).
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able to purchase the Comdisco assets. Likewise, the presence of alternate bidder Westinghouse in the Financial News Network asset sale would allow the FTC to achieve an injunction against the approved transaction on the basis of a less competitive alternative.

The effect of such a thirty-day post-sale-order agency review would be to create a shadow over bankruptcy business combinations that creates incentives for parties to the business combinations, as well as bankruptcy courts, to avoid anticompetitive business combinations. The effect would be similar to the current process of feasibility testing prior to plan confirmation: bankruptcy courts would gain little from approving a Section 363(b) sale if the danger existed of a short-term injunction against the sale. Another effect of such an amendment would be to reduce the incentives to file bankruptcy in order to facilitate a business combination that is threatened with antitrust challenge.

VI. CONCLUSION

Business combinations present antitrust concerns under the Clayton Act if the transaction would “tend to create a monopoly.” In the ordinary course such merger review proceeds according to well-defined and well-understood procedural rules and substantive standards, whether in district court or in the FTC administrative process. Generalist federal judges and the FTC can be assumed to be competent to enforce the Clayton Act with an appreciation of the competitive dynamics that underlie federal merger policy. Ordinary course merger review recognizes the competitive realities failing firms and declining industries present. In the common circumstance of business combinations’ occurring in bankruptcy, those well-defined procedures and substantive standards can be subordinated to a host of bankruptcy-specific rules and policies.

Commentators have noted that business combinations are so common as to have become a driving purpose for business bankruptcies. The Bankruptcy Code contains a parallel scheme for conducting business combinations after the bankruptcy filing. Two primary mechanisms operate to allow bankruptcy court review and approval of asset sales that meet the requirements of bankruptcy law. First and most common is the out-of-the-ordinary-course-of-business sale of assets under Code Section 363(b). Second is the more procedurally involved sale of assets conducted as part of the plan of reorganization under Chapter 11.

This Article demonstrates that identical competitive issues arise in the ordinary course and when the selling firm is in bankruptcy. But bankruptcy presents unique procedural challenges and countervailing substantive considerations. Procedures for review of asset sales in bankruptcy limit the opportunities for the antitrust enforcement agencies to conduct a careful analysis of the competitive consequences of the transaction.

298. See supra notes 235–37 and accompanying text.
Bankruptcy courts may aim to maximize the value of the estate and to protect the interests of stakeholders. Those aims are in tension with antitrust goals of economic efficiency in service of consumer interests.

Those differences alter the antitrust analysis when merger review is conducted in the context of bankruptcy. The conflict creates a likelihood that anticompetitive mergers arising in the course of bankruptcy proceedings either (1) go unchallenged or (2) survive over challenges that might have been successful outside of the bankruptcy context. The conflict between bankruptcy and antitrust will necessarily bring about under enforcement of the antitrust anti-merger prohibition relative to the optimum.

This Article addresses the optimal resolution of the conflict. Both bankruptcy and antitrust pursue end goals of protecting constituents who lack the bargaining power to protect themselves through contracting. The conflict is fundamentally a conflict between diffuse stakeholders in the bankrupt firm and diffuse consumers of the bankrupt firm’s output.

Tensions, where they arise, should be resolved in favor of consumers for three reasons. First, creditors have the ex ante ability to bargain for protection in a way that consumers do not. Second, merger policy outside of bankruptcy is a mature scheme that has developed through common law and legislative change since 1890; has been reduced to well understood principles in case-law, agency decisions, and enforcement guidelines; and, as enforced for the past several decades, is a minimalist scheme that favors allowing mergers to proceed if the merger promises efficiencies. Third, merger policy outside of bankruptcy incorporates efficiency considerations related to failing companies under the failing-firm defense, protecting the policies of bankruptcy to the extent they are not inconsistent with antitrust goals.

Reform is appropriate to resolve this conflict and to move the level of antitrust review of bankruptcy asset sales toward the optimum. This Article closes by proposing several reform possibilities, a combination of which may be required to bring about the optimal balance between the goals of bankruptcy and those of antitrust.